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Arrested Officer Must Explain
His Connection With Disappearance of Million Dollars
Before Release,
PROTESTS INNOCENCE
OF ANY WRONGDOING

Receiver Gives Out Glad News
that Milwaukee Avenue Depositors May Expect Early
Dividend of 25 Per Cent.
Chicago, Aug. 9. Henry W. Hcring,
cashier of the Milwaukee Avenue
Slide bank, which closed lis doors three
days ago, was arrested today and will
be refu.sed his release on ball until ilia
connection with the disappearance of
nearly $1,000,000 of the bank funds is
cleared up. Paul O. .Stensland. president of the defunct Institution, is til)

tUfttlve, and although nearly 100 detectives are searching for the missing
president his whereabouts Is as much
of a mystery as ever.
Hcring was arrested this .ifte
two hours after the time he hpd previously announced he w uiü give himself up. He was taken at once to the
office of Chief of Police Collins and
put through a thorough examination
as to his knowledge of President Stens-land- 's
mismanagement of the institution Hering declared he did not know
where President Stensland was and
had no communication with him for
over a week. The cashier strenuously
denied the charge that he himself was
partly responsible for the failure of
the bank. Hering maintains that If he
is guilty of breaking banking laws oí
Illinois, President Stensland is responsible, as Hering In his examination declared he never benefitted a single dollar by President Stensland's peculiar
system of banking.
Bank Examiner Jones and Assistant
Stales Attorney Gleason were present
during the examination of Hering.
Neither they nor the police official
were satisfied with the explanation
given by Hering of his connection with
the collapsed bank, and it was accordingly decided to refuse bail to Hering
until the matter had been further in-- 1
vesttgatea.
Receiver Fetzer reported to the superior court today that a dividend if
at least 25 per cent would probably be
declared to depositors in the bank
within the next two weeks. This, It is
said, will be followed by a socond dividend, although the. receiver tonight
whs not in a position to state how
much of their savings the 22,000 depositors would recover from the defunct Institution.
At a meeting of the board of directors of the bank this afternoon a
resolution was adopted appointing a
committee to devise ways and means
for apprehending President Stensland
and straightening out the affairs of the
bank. The directors declare that there
will be found a sufficient revenue from
the property assets, etc., to pay all depositors in full.
The Chicago Title and Trust company at 11 o'clock tonight was appointed receiver of the personal
estate of President Stensland.
The
estate is valued at $500,000. The appointment was made by Bankruptc)
Referee Eastman on the petition of
three creditors. It was feared that
because of Stensland's lliglu from
Chicago he would transfer his estate
and defeat his creditors.
At midnight further examination of
the books by representatives of the
state, assisted by Cashier Hering, was
postponed until tomorrow.
At that time all available books had
been examined. Other books were In
the vault which was locked by a time
lock and could not be reached until
tomorrow. Assistant State's Attorney
Oisen said many instances had been
found of violation of the state banking laws, especially an to loans.
Just how far these violations extend
cannot be determined until tomorrow,
when securities given for the loans
can be examined.
Attorney Olsen said that In many
cases more than 10 per cent and in
some eases 25 per cent of the capital
stock had been loaned to persons connected with the bank. It was discovered that Paul O. Stensland had loaned the Paul O. Stensland Heal Estate
company $1,300,000.
Four loan
amounting to $91,000 had been made
to as many persons, who. It Is said,
are clerks In the Milwaukee avenue
store, one of President
Stensland's ventures.
The most startling discovery ot
fraudulent work was a "side" ledger
which Cashier Hering took from a
hidden drawer. This, he Is said to
have admitted to the Investigators,
was kept from the state bank examiner on hlsannual visit to the concern. In
was
It. so far as the investigation
made tonight were found entries of
loans practically without security aggregating $191.000.
a
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STANDS OFF MILITIA

Improvements Contemplated in Albuquerque Shops in the Near Future.

Captured After Battle With Threats to Release Men in Jail
White Metal Required at Mints Election for Directors of ExSheriff's Posse Backed by
Charged With Hanging Nfor Manufacture of Subsidipress Company Results In
Troops in Which One Man
egroesRace War
Defeat for the Opposition
ary Coins First Purchase
Loses Life,

FORCE EMPLOYED HERE TO BE

in

Knoxville, Tenn., Aug. !. A special
from Middlesboro, Ky.. tn the Journal
and Tribune says that Frank Hall, who
recently escaped Jail at tttenmond
Ky.. was captured late this afternoon
by Sheriff Rice Johnson and posse, after a battle which raged for one hour.
Mall some time ago killed Jack Bolan,
Special to the Morning Journal.
a Middlesboro barber and after escaping
Into the mountains was finally
San Bernardino, Cal., Aug. 9. Third Vice President Ken-dric- k landed
In jail at Richmond, Ky .
through the work of Ho- Middlesboro
of the Santa Fe, and his party arrived in San Bernardino r.iilltary company. Not long ago he
broke jail and had since been hiding
Wednesday night
tonight at 6 o'clock, having been detained by the blowing ou'c inHallthewasmountains.
located in a log cabin near
Roaehill, Va., and Sheriff
and
on the Cajon grade.
Discussing contem- sixteen deputies started outJohnson
of a cylinder-hea- d
to capture
him. Reinforcements were sent for as
was feared that Ball s friends and
plated changes and betterments on the Santa Fe system, Mr. itrelatives
might go to liis aid. Nearly
thirty members of the Middlesboro
Kendrick said:
military company volunteered as deputies and left by special train. The
after a truce Sheriff Johnson
"We are going to centralize all repair and construction morning
went to the cabin and demanded Ball's
surrender. This he declined. Inte this
We have planned afternoon
work for the central zone in Albuquerque.
tire was opened on the cabin
by the sheriff's forces, and after John
extensive improvements in the shops there which are soon to Lee, one of Ball's men. had been killed. Ball surrendered.
Ball will be taken to the Kentucky
penitentiary at
be carried out.
Frankfort tonight. The house In which
Ball took refuge was riddled with bul"Work will be done there for all trunk and branch lines lets from the guns of the large posse

Salisbury, X. C. Aug. 9. While
there are no visible signs of trouble,
there are persistent reports of the organisation of a strong party to liberate from the Salisbury Jail tonight the
lynchers of the three negro murdere-- s
of the Lyerly family. George Hall, an
Francis Cress and "Bud"
Bulloubaugh were arrested yesterday
and Oeorge Gentle, a well known
young man of this section. J. H. Goodman and John Cauble. of Salisbury,
are In Jail and all will be tried on the
charge of murder.
The men arrested were taken Into
court today. Hall alone was arraigned. He was charged with murder
three counts. He pleaded not guilty.
Feeling runs high again tonight
over the burning early today of th::
barn and two horses on the farm if
Isaac Lyerly; who with his wife and
two children were murdered
by the
lynched negroes.
The barn Is believed to have been
burned by negroes, friends of the men
who were lynched.
The military still
guards the Jail and court house, and
gatling guns will be tired on a mob
should it attempt to liberate the prisoners.
A special venire of sixty men has
been ordered, and from this a Jury
will be selected to try Hall, whose case
will be called tomorrow at 10 o'clock.

west of Newton, Kan., and east of Winslow, Ariz., and the expenditures now contemplated in the shops there aggregate at
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least $250,000.

" Extensive track betterment

is

also planned for the

cen-

We will probably double the force at Albuquerque

tral zone.

after the contemplated extensions are carried out. The plan
is to concentrate the work of the system in zones. These will
consist of the eastern, the central with headquarters at Albuquerque, and the western at San Bernardino. The work at A-
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Clifton Man Separated From
in Camping
Companions
Party Wanders for Days in
White Mountains,
Speeial to the Morning Journal.
Phoenix, Arts., Aug. 9. E. B. Patterson, atslstant cashier of the GiU
Valley Bank and Trust company at
Clifton, has been found In the wilds
of the White Mountains of northern
Graham county a raving maniac. Ho
Is now in a hospital at Clifton and
may recover. Until he does little Information can be obtained of how
he became lost. It Is known that he
had started from the camp where he
had been spending a short outing four
days ahead of his companions that
he might reach Clifton and keep an
He
Important business engagement.
did not reach his destination and a
searching party was formed to look
This was five days ago.
for him.
When found he was raving mad, nothing being left of his clothing but a
shirt. His condition showed he had
been many hours without food or
water.

Police Work Heroically at Fire.
Fire In a
double tenement house in Williamsburg, which caught from a blazing picture frame factory, owned by
Frank Singer, imperilled one hundred
persons early today. Policemen Martin, Short and William Pholers rescued
w Island In Far North,
twelve persons who w,ere overcome by
Tacoma, Wash., Aug. 9. Captain smoke.
Truebrldge, of the steamship Northwestern, brings from the north a phoHies After Arrest.
tograph taken by an officer of the revFresno, CM.. Aug. 9. George Van
enue cutter Perry of the newly form- Bergen, a member of thcHan Francisco
ed Island which lies fifty miles west if Arm of Stoll A Van Bergen, died to.jit. h Harbor between the Bogoslo? night in the Hughe hotel of thermal
Islands commonly known an Castle and fever. He had been 111 for two or
Fire Islands, It made Its first appear- three dHys. Saturday afternoon the
ance In June. It is now 900 feet high sick man had gone out on the street
Perry could not get near enough to .nil u i.mIi. m in thinking he was In- Soon as
make measurements. Clouds of stenn-ris- tOXl rated, arrested him. As
mistake was discovered- - Van Ber- from the summit of the Island
and it is surrounded by boiling water gen was returned to the hotel.
New York, Aug. 9.

QUARREL

NEW YORK

IN

UNIONISTS

UNION

PREPARING

FOR COMING CAMPAIGN

Discontented Delegates With- Individual Members of Workdraw and Launch Movement
men's Bodies to Be Invited
for Rival Organization to Unto Form Clubs for Political
dermine Brotherhood,
Purposes,

LOST BANKER STRIKING TUG

TERRIBLE

ORGANIZED IN

LEADS TO SPLIT

diture of millions of dollars within the next few years."

FOUND

TEAMSTERS'

FIGHT FOR PRESIDENCY

lbuquerque is part of the plan which will necessitate the expen

MAD WHEN

SILVER

MOB VIOLENCE FEARED -I-

KENTUCKY MURDERER

Ketidrick Tells of Vast

MEN TIE UP

Chicago, Aug. 9. Cornelius P. I New York, Aug. 9. A new political
Shea was elected to succeed himself party to be called the Independent lathis
as president of the International bor party was formed today In sugcity at a meeting called at the
Brotherhood of Teamsters In the con- gestion
of the executive committee of
vention of that body today. The del- the central federated union, composed
egates who bolted yesterday contin- of about seventy-fiv- e
members of the.
ued to absent themselves and took no different labor unions of Greater
James Hatch of the executive
part in the election. The vote for
of the central federated
president stood 1 f s for Shea and 10 committee
union, declared that the union had
for John White of New York. Thi determined
to enter Into politics this
eitlre ticket named or approved by year and had
mapped out a plan In
Shea went through without any seri- have a labor organization
in ever asBAD FREIGHT BLOCKADE
ous opposition. C. F. O'Neill of Buf- sembly
district of Greater New York,
falo and J. Geary of St. Puul were
that In a day or two ever labor
IN NEW YORK HARBOR made vice
presidents and James and
organization would rcelve a letter in
Welch of New Orleans and John which the matter would
be explained.
Longstreet of Cincinnati were elected
Mr. Hatch said that it was not the
trustees. The other officers were purpose
of
the
central
Railroads Refuse to Concede chosen from the Chicago men. The union to take up Independentfederated
politics
victory won by Shea is marred only as a body, but the Individual members
by
to
led
the
dissension
the
which
Demand for Wage Increase, withdrawal yesterday of nearly fifty of the labor unions would be invited
form clubs In their various assemdelegates and the launching of a to
bly
and from each of those
Shippers May Lose Heavily movement
to organise a rival Inter- clubsdistricts
three members would be elected
The secession movenational
union.
to
general
form the
committee of the
on Perishable Goods,
ment was kept alive today by a num- Independent
labor parly.
ber of Shea's enemies, who have en- listed the disqualified delegates from
New York. Aug. 9. An attempt New York, San Francisco, and St. BIG FORFEIT F0R
which was made late today to adjust Louis and declare they will elect ofGANS-NELS0- N
of their own and try to underFIGHT
the difficulties between the six rail- ficers
mine the old organization.
road companies' having terminals In
It was stated tonight that the conthis city and the crews of the rail- vention of the seeeders would con- I min Thousand Dollars Posted for
In
New
York
operating
tinue for several days. Today's sesroad tugboats
Labor Day Contest at Golditchl,
harbor, ended in failure. The repre- sion of this body was devoted to the
of a constitution.
sentatives of the Central Railroad of framing
In the meantime Frank Morrison,
New Jersey, the Delaware. LackawanGoldfield, New, Aug. 9. "Billy" Nona & Western, the Erie, the Baltimore secretary, and John B. Leonard, treas- lan, manager for Battling Nelson, and
urer
of
the
f
American
Federation
and
& Ohio, the New York Central
Joe Cms met here hist evening and
the Lehigh Valley railroads, which Labor, will endeavor to bring about held a conference preliminary to signwere most seriously arcecica Dy me un adjustment of the split in the ing articles for the proposed fight.
strike, declined to accede to the de- teamsters' ranks.
Nolan demanded first $0,000 for himmands of the striking crews for an inself. This, in addition to the $1,000
crease of waiges of $5 to $10 a month VARDAMAN
already up. makes the largest guarSTILL
and declared that they would fill the
anteed purse ever offered for a prize
places of the strikers with new men.
RANTS ON RACE ISSUE fight larger hy Just that amount. NoThe movement of freight of the
lan demanded also 70 per cent of
roads named from their' terminals in
the purse for Nelson, win or lose, and
New Jersey and Staten Island to
and Declares National OapttOJ Needs .Tim Insisted that Oans fight at 130 pound
City was badly crippled,
ringside, (ians declares that he will
many carloads of freight were stalled
Crow Law.
assent to everything rather than lose
in the yards on the west bank of the
the fight.
Hudson river. It is said that If the
strike continues there will be a heavy
New Orleans. Aug. 9. An appeal by
Murder an, Suicide hi Iowa.
loss to shippers of fruits and vegeta- Governor Vardamati. of Mississippi, to
bles and other perishable freight and white voters to select state legislators
Des Moines, la.. Aug. 9. Because
much Inconvenience to New Yorkers.
who will vote to stop granting appro- his wife refused to accompany him
and the
The Pennsylvania
priations
the education of negroes' home. L. Mitchell killed her, and then
Haven and Hartford children. for
New
Is reported from Brookhav-en- , turned the pistol on himself at Curlev
railroads arc not affected.
Mrs. Mitchell was visMiss., where the governor today lust night.
iting her daughter. After firing five
Detective Guard New Men.
addressed a termers' meeting.
Taking up the negro question In shots ipto her side, he kneeled at hei
New York, Aug. 9. Officials of
New York Cen'.ral said tonight th'it Washington, Governor Vardaman said side, begging forgiveness before turnSix children
fifty new dock hands had been put to there Is need of a Jim Crow law, re- ing the gun on himself.
work on the tugboats under protec- serving certain seats for negroes, in are orphaned by the tragedy.
tion of flfy detectives. The company that city. He said southern represenWitness.'-- . Summoned for Oil Probe.
claimed tonight to be handling Its tatives do not propose the enactment
freight with dispatch.
t of such a law because they are afral
Chicago, Aug. 9. A large number of
of criticism. He declared that If chos- subpoenaes veré Issued today for witen to represent Mississippi In the Unit- nesses to appear before the grand Jury
.Floods In Wisconsin.
which will convene next Tuesday to
Janesvllle, Wis., Aug. I This city ed States senate he would offer suoh
was visited last night by a rainstorm bill at least once a year. He said that take up the Standard Oil Investigathat washed out the streets, causing he would rather be Instrumental In se- tions. The processes were for the same
mucn anmagc nqrorn irom me o.un-th- curing the repeal of the fifteenth railroaC officials who were callod to
try say that crops were much dam- - amendment than to wield the sceptre testify before the grand Jury now in
of King Edward of England.
session.
aged.

TRAFFIC

New-York-

Years,

Ticket.
STOCKHOLDERS

HUNDRED THOUSAND

LARGER DIVIDENDS

OUNCES NEEDED WEEKLY

Purchase to

Distributed So Immense Surplus of Company
As to Have Little Effect
Cause of Bitter Quarrel and
Upon the Price in the Open
Demand for Investigation
Market,
J
Into Concern's Methods,
Be

Washington. Aug. I, For the first
New York, Aug. 9. At the annual
time in thirteen years the government meeting of the stockholders of Welle,
announced today its purpose to pur- Fargo & Co. held in this city today
chase silver for coinage purposes. the ticket of thirteen directors headed
Tenders are invited at the office of by K. H. Harrlman and composed of
the director of the mint In this city members of the present board, was
on Wednesday, the 15th instant, up elected over a ticket named by counto
o'clock p. m and every Wed- sel for Walter 0. Stokes, who has
nesday thereafter until further notice. been leading an "opposition" moveAThese tenders are to bo for delivery ment among the stockholders.
at Philadelphia, New Orleans or Den- lthough the voting began early in the
day
was
tho
not
result
announced till
ver mints, settlement to be on the
New York basis of bullion guaranteed lato this evening, the listing, proxies,
999 Hue.
The treasury reserves the etc., being carried on under the closright to reject all tenders or accept est scrutiny. The full vote of the
Harrlman ticket was 47,568, to 26, -- IB
such part of uny tender as may suit for
the Stokes representatives.
Not
iis convenience, It is understood that,
only did the Harrlman administration
anticipating that its reappearance as elect
directors,
their
but they also
a purchaser might temporarily dis- succeeded
in defeating every propoturb the market unduly, the treasury sition advanced
by
tho opposition
has obtained control of a considera- party.
ble amount for future delivery, so
After the final vote on the election
that it is In a position to drop out of trustees had been announced noof the market for several months If vóte
on several resolutions at the
desirable. The average requirement meeting wero also given out. The reof the treasury throughout the year sults showed that the resolution ofwill probably not exceed 100,000 ouncfered by Samuel Untermyer, counsel
es per week, and it will be the policy for Mr. Stokes, to Increase the diviof the department, while keeping a dend rate by declaring an extra divireasonable amount on hand, to so dis- dend of 7 per cent to the divldenu
tribute its purchuse throughout
the rate of 9 per cent already declared
year that its demand will be uniform this year, was lost, as well as the resand not an element of uncertainty in olution offered In favor of declaring
annually hereafter a dividend on the
the market.
From the resumption of specie pay- basis of 18 per cent.
A resolution
e
ments in 1879 down to the year 1900 calling for the appointment of a
to investigate the affairs of
the constant increase In the stock of
subsidiary coin required by the trow the company also was lost.
A resolution offered by William
ing population and trade of the coun
try was supplied hy the recoinage of Nelson Cromwell, counsel for tho
old and undercurrent subsidiary coins Harrlman party, which In substance
which accumulated In the treasury called for the appointment of a comto examine the affairs of the
under the redemption act. In 1900, mittee
company with regard to its loans,
as this stock was running low, author- etc.,
was adopted.
ity was granted In the monetary act of
Mr.
resolution, offend
March 14 to the secretary
of the In behalfCromwell's
of the administration, which
treasury to divert bullion purchased
that the matter of
under the act of July 14, 1890, for recommended
printing tho contents of the annual
the coinage of silver dollars to the report
bo left to the discretion of the
coinage of subsidiary pieces. Tinder board of directors, was adopted. This
this authority about $433,000,000 lias was one of tho matters which caused
been coined since 1900.
much discussion at the meeting, tho
The stock of bullion In the treas- minority stockholders demanding that
ury was exhausted moro than a year all the report
he printed.
ago. and since then no bullllon has
A resolution was carried, offered
been available for the subsidiary use. by Mr. Cromwell, which recommends
The stock In the treasury had be- that tho entire question of increasing
come so low that It was aparen!,
the dividend rate be left to tho board
to the department, that tho of directors for action.
demands of a constantly
After the meeting adjourned Mr.
enlarging
trade could not be met without addi- Stokes sent a letter to President Kv-aof the company in which he said
tional coinage. The secretary of the
treasury was in doubht whether ex- in part:
"Although we have been unable to
isting statutes authorized him to buy
bullion for this purpose and. more- select our ticket, und cannot thereover, was of the opinion that It would fore control the action of the new
be a better policy to meet future de. hoard, we still Insist that the views
of such a large number of sockhold-er- s
mande for subsidiary coin by the
should not be entirely Ignored.
of silver dollars in the treasone and all. demand that you
They,
ury and so recommended to congress.
put
the stock on a lfi per rent basis
Congress, however, failed to act upland that hereafter the very large sur
on his recommendation.
Secretarv
that you now hold may be only
Shaw requested an opinion from tho plus
Increased, thus Insuring 10
attorney general as to his authority moderately
generation a more liberal
to purchase bullion for this purpose the present
Increase In their Income
this Inufiuer ino existing law, and he re- vestment. If this practicefrom
Is persistceived a favorable reply, based on sec- ed In, we
the courts will rection 352B of the revised statutes. The tify It and believe
give the stockholders
tho
policy now announced was accordingdesired relief."
ly determined upon.
1
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GREAT BRITAIN HAS

NEW MEMBERS OF BRYAN
RECEPTION

NO DESIGNS ON THIBET

00MMITTFF!
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New-Yor-

I

New-Yor-
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e
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WANT

Text of Ungki rtilnnen Tn-atSigned
l.a-- i
April Made Public.
y

Five Hundred Democrats I'roiii XcH
hraska to (ircet Leader in New York

London. Aug. . The text of the
New York. Aug. 9. At a meeting
e
convention regarding
of the executive committee of the W. Thibet, which was
signed
J. Bryan reception committee today April 24. was Issued tonight at Pekln.
conthe following additional members firms the explanation given and
in
the
were elected: Colonel A. C. Drlnkwa-ter- . house of lords May 1 by Lord
Anglo-Chines-

of Massachusetts:
Benton McMlllln, of Tennessee; State
Senator Thomas F. Gray, of New
York. Father Ducey and Jacob Rup-per- t.
Thomas W. Smith was chosen
recording secretary to serve at the
reception at Madison Square Garden.
Judge Feltner reported that an effort would be made to sent all elate
delegations as far us possible.
George W. Sweeney, chairman
of
the committee on hotel arrungemonts,
reported that from what he had
learned at least 600
will come
from Nebraska to welcome Mr. Bryan on his return to America.
The
executive committee has asked John
C. Collins to call upon hotel men for
subscriptions to the reception fund.
Christians Should Fight Saloon.
Ocean Grove, N. J.. Aug. 9. The
liquor traffic andChrlstiuns whodonot
vote the prohibiten ticket were criticised yesterday In the services hold
under the auspices of the National
Temperance society.
1,1
Rlshnn .Ime M
,.f
Louis said there would be no saloons
in America If American church mem- beR.vVOtDÍ. "Jume?
of the
Sixth Avenue Reformed
church In
Brooklyn said that Noah was one of
the first men mentioned In history to
stumble through drunkenness. The
ark hullder. though, had an excuse
for falling, he added, for If there ever
was a man who must have been tired
of water, that man wee Noah.

Fit.-maurlc-

under secretary for foreign
affairs, that the convention did not
alter the arrangements concluded by
n
the
treaty.
The convention referred to in the
above dispatch engages Great Britain
not to encroach on Thibetan territory nor to interfere with the Thlbe-ta- n
government. China, on the other
hand, undertakes not to allow any
foreign state to interfere with th
government or Internal administration of Thibet. The convention fur-thaffirms that Great Britain does
not seek for herself any of the concessions mentioned in article 9 of the
treaty, which are denied to any other stale or subjects
thereof.
Anglo-Thibeta-

er

e

Anglo-Thibet-

Treasury to Purcliaae Silver.
Washington, Aug. I. It was announced at the treasury department
today that the purchase of silver bullion for subsidiary coinage would be
resumed
Purchases will be mads
vgimiin on me 1 blh
"
,?.UL
hundred thousand
'""i
w' oe requireu a wee.

l.

Terras

Heert

,
Aug.
London,
,

x '
IKMIH-

A

teiegrapn
in;(,

HHIII-II-

Weedcnesa,

dispatch to the
company from

an,!

turn from the ceremony of attending
the celebration today of the third anniversary of his coronation, the pons
had a severe attack of heart weak-- I
MO
Lr. Lapponl gave him relief.

MORNING JOURNALY

THE ALBUQUERQUE
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ASK TAGGART TO HAND

CITY COUNCIL ARRANGE FOR

A

IN LAS VEGAS

RESIGNATION

IN HIS

Indiana

COALITION

!

inl- -

Think ( li
Burden to Tarty.
ni

i

ilrniMii

.1

w

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

BOLD GIRL BURGLA

v

WORKS ARIZONA TOWN

Carrier. Off Considerable

Aug.

9.

MEXICQ

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

Money and

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

Quantity of Jewelry.

Most peculiar circumstances attend
committed In Benson a few
robbery
a
the
that
ago, In which an unknown
French Lick developments have de- nights
Mexican girl entered the home of abt.
stroyed the Influence of Chairman
W. A. Mapes during the
of the national democratic com sence
and f.nnllv and stole
if himself
mittee and have appealed to Mr. Bry-- 1 $270 and
a gold watch and bracelet,
an, have begin another movement, de- says the Blsbec
Miner.
signed to show the sentiment through
Engineer Mapes, wno runs between
out the state in respect to Mr. Tag-- 1 Lordsburg and Benson on the Southgart.
ern Pacific, arrived home as usual
The new movement is a petition ad- about 6:30 o'clock that evening.
dressed t.. Mr. Taggart. asking him t With his family he then went to the
resign as chairman. The petition says business part of towi. locking all the
republicans have determined to mak doors with the exception of the one
I" In front, the screen to which was
his
connection with gambling
French Lick the issue In the state cam- closed and fastened on tho inside.
I' pon his return Mr. Mapes. who
paign; that they will distribute the
port ..f Auditor of State Btgler, as a had been Informed bv a neighbor that
seen to enter
campaign document, and set out all .1 Mexican girl had been
an investigation and
the facts In relation to the gov. Fnor'S the house, made
learned what property had been stolsuit to annul the French Lick c harter en.
Further Investigation showed
me,-1will
to
be
forced
that democrat!
girl had. entered by way of
the
that
answer
no
issue,
sufficient
the
and that
cut away a
can be made in the face of the record the front door, having screen
large
portion of the win
In the courts and in the
auditor of enough
to permit her to reach the
state's office.
hook by which it had been fastened.
The petition states that Mr. Taggart
(unstable Womack was notified of
can take the burden of defense fren the matter, and having secured a
the party if he will, and enable the good description of th thief, set out
democrats to prosecute the campaign to arrest her. About ; o'clock he loalong the lines of their platform.
cated her In a resta ant. She saw
him about the time h did her and
Persian Students on Strike.
the rear door,
made her escape out
Teheran, Aug. 9. The divinity stu- Officer Womack went in pursuit of
of several
dents here, like the students of some her and after a cli
other countries, are on a strike. Re- blocks overtook her in Ucrwin's lum- cently they forcibly released a profes- ber yard.
When she was taken to the jail and
sor of their college, who had been
by the authorities for using se- searched, $100 and the jewelry .she
stolen were re. overed.
Later
ditious language. One student named had
gyed Abdul Hamid was shot dead by $11.50 more was found, but In what
she disposed of the remainthe off icer of the guard and two othci; manner
der Is not known. It ' Is thought that
were wounded.
she had an American tor an accomThe heads of the clergy assembled 'tl plice, who came in for his share oí
the great mosque and all the shops ex- the booty.
cept those of the butchers and bakers
Where the Mexican girl is from is
wore closed. The city was occupied not known, but it is supposed that
and patrolled by troops. The posltlor she came to Benson on one of tho
of affairs excites some disquietude.
evening trains. Who
arrested she
refused to talk, the fflcers being
Japs for Mexican Railroads.
able to ascertain hoi
The case
San Antonio, Tex., Aug. 9. The la- will tie further Investigated the officers
desiring
to
Identity
the
establish
bor qQestlOfj in Mexico will be settled
hy the importation of skilled Japanese of the girl as well as that of her supmachinists and locomotive engineers posed accomplice.
to take the places now occupied b
San Francisco in Pictures.
Americana. They Will work for the
H. A. Darns, an engraver, of Napa
same wages as arc now paid the dissatisfied Mexicans and will readily af- California, has compiled one of the
filiate with them socially. Two hun most complete histories of the San
dred and fifty skilled Japanese me- Francisco dlsasler In print. It is a
chanics are now en route to Mexico, story In pictures, from photographs
to replace the Americans in the shopt made by the author and who also di.i
affected by the Mexican Central strike the engraving. The work Is remarkThree hundred locomotive engineer able and the book forms a valunbl"
are to follow. As soon assuflicient are addition to library. Mr. Darns will
will be In Albuquerque for a day or two
in the country, all Americans
.,
selling copies of the work.
be discharged.
Battleship.
Italy Build.
Poisoned by Wood Alcohol.
In an article on
London, Aug.
Pittfield. Mass., Aug. 9. Miss Ella
new issue of "Jane's Fighting Blair, an English woman. :ir years old
Ships for 190C-7,- "
Colonel Conlbert companion for Mrs. L H. Clapp, Whc
Chief constructor of the Italian navy, has the Breesy Knoll Villa at Ponto
states that Italy Is building a battle- sue Lake, drank a large dose of woor1
ship which is as great an advance alcohol early this morning and died
upon the Dreadnaught as the latter
before Dr. Henry Colt could reach her
is upon tier predecessors.
She mistook the ale. dud for mediit is asserted, cine.
The Dreadnaught,
Miss ltlalr has no relativos it
was built upon ideai
that Colonel this country,
Conlliort contributed to "Jane's Fight-in- ? in Liverpool. but a mother and sisti".
Ships" in 1903. Ho Is considered
tho greatest living warship designer.
Exceedingly Good.
"Yes, Hunter is really engaged to
Thai Used Him.
"Give the devil his due,' he snap-"i- f Miss Huxley."
pel. at the breakfast table.
"So h" was telling me. He savs
you II she's not very pretty, but she's good."
"Well, dear," she replied
Just go and Insure your life he can
"Yes, good for a milion in her own
have you." Atlanta Constitution.
right" Philadelphia Ledger.

Indianapolis, Ind..

crats who are convinced

It, ltO.

Friday. August

ON SAYINGS DEPOSITS

INTEREST ALLOWED

Demo-

er

Tag-gar-

PUIS

ON

CABINE T

THE LID

WARRING ELEMENTS

IN

RUSSIA MAY COMPROMISE

Scheme to Make Coming ParNew Ordinance Abolishes Wino
liament Force for Constructive Legislation Instead of

Rooms and Prohibits WomEntering
From
Bar
en
in
Meadow City.
Rooms
CLERK MUST ISSUE NO
MORE GAMING LICENSES

Revolutionary Agitation.
St. Petersburg, Aug. 9. Since the
failure of the negotiations between
I'n mler Stolypln and the ictoberlsts
and the rounding out of the cabinet
with the bnreaueratlo element, negoti-

ations have been opened between the
Octoberlsts
and the constitutional
in an effort to unite the
Saloon Keepers Desiring Music! democrats
peuceful progressive elements In the
in Their Places Will Pay coming electoral campaign. Conferences are now in progress at Moscow.
Alexander J. Ouchuoff, Count Heydoti
$1,000 a Year for the Privi- and
other leaders of the party ..f
peaceful regeneration and prominent
lege or Go to Jail.
moderate constitutional democrats ur
looking to an alliance whose aim shall
be to make the coining parliament a
Correspondence Horning Journal
organ of constructive legislation InLa VegU, X. M., Aug. 9. Las Vi , stead of
revolutionary agitation. A.i
K.ñ reformers air achieving result-for the division of sentí
though It is Iut fair to the city coun-el- l arrangement
tween the two parties also Is conreform t"
to say that the decisive
The constitutional demomeasures adopted by the council fat templated.
realize that they cannot carry
night were mooted before the agita- crats
the radical wing with them, but th. y
tion for a good government league be- consider
gan. The following ordinances ware of parties a split on the new alignment
Inevitable not later than the
passed:
assembling
the prospective parties
"It shall be unlawful for any person In congress, ofwhen
the extremists will
or corporation to conduct or main- break away from the
open revolutiontain any music In connection wI'M ists.
any saloon where intoxicating Ilquorl
The following
to the
are sold or given away, or any gamb- cabinet have been appointments
officially confirmed:
ling house where any of the. divers
Prince Vasslehil off, minister of aggames of chance ure Stayed for gal
riculture; M. HlOfSofotf,
if
or on the sidewalk In front of any sue!' commerce; M. Issolwsky, minister
place or gambling house, without fir it general of the holy synod. procurator
obtaining a license payable in advance,
the license fee to be $1,000. A violaAstor saves Trooper's Ule.
tion of this ordinance win be punishWindsor, Kng. Aug. 9. Secrelarv
able with a line of not more than a
Lieutenant John Jacob Astor. sei ond
hundred dollars or jail sentence o; son
of William Waldorf Astor, galboth."
lantly rescued a troop of his regi"It shall be unlawful to maintain ment,
first life guards. Horn
any wine room where dissolute person drowningthetoday
in the Th unes. I.leu-- t.
are wont to meet In connection with
nanl Astor's troop was engaged in
any saloon or gambling house Within swimming
practice,
when a trooper's
the city of Las Vegas."
horse got into difficulty and kicked
"It shall be unlawful for any wo- his rider. His trooper sank
in deep
man to enter or use any saloon or Wnter and young Astor dived and
Violapurpose.
any
gambling hall for
brought him up.
tion punishable by fine of not BSOTfl
ei'y
in
the
rug Boatman on strike.
than $10 or imprisonment
J. ill or both."
New York. Aug. 9. A strike of sevisto
was
directed
The city clerk
hundred deck hands on the railsue no more gambling licenses until eral
road tug boats in this harbor bad!
council.
by
city
the
authorized
up the tug boat fleet today and
tied
Governor! Appointment Approved
prevented
movement of a larg.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, appointed by amount of the
freight Many carloads ol
of
a
member
as
Hagermnn
Governor
perishable freight were stalled. In
the board of regents of the Normal consenuenoo the local markets wen
university, is one of the most Influen- short of supplies.
tial citizens of the territory and his
appointment gives general satisfaction.
II. Is president of the First Nation il
Bank of Las Vegas, a wealthy stock
own. r and a man of recognized ability,
conservatism and hard sense. He was
very unwilling to accept tho appointment, but finally consented at the urgent solicitation
of the governor.
Speaking Of the matter Dr. Cunningham said, "Yes, I did try to beg off and
I would
cheerfully have given S check
for $500 in preference to uccepting
the office, but I believe In Governor
Hagermafl and I believe It Is the duty
ol evi t.v eltlsen to support him In the
best manner h can. Now that I have
aeei pts4 the office which know is not
an May one, I am going to do my
level l st to bring about harmony In
the Institution and to bring the normal
Up to a higher plane
1

--

!

0:

THE JAFFA
GROCERY COMP'Y

e

Quarter of a Century of Territorial Fairs
But None to Equal the Twenty-sixtAnnual

Visitors always welcome in our

t'r

lit

111.

fBoston.

v

hi. w

Our "li HACK t'KEAM" Bread.
Ask

We are now baking

that famous
"Krnek Crenm Bread." and 1t Is
without doubt the finest ever
sold in the city. Call and see It.

next NoThS award Is to be made not
vember. This sward, while
h,sl,eenuneerta n.as the ' c
Vera other nominees for the .listgls
honor. The decision to
annual prize to Pre blent M""
t V. It
however Is based on the pra
presia result accomplished by the
dí nt It being held that he has actually done more to further the cause
than any other
of universal pea.e
man during the past year.
President
Of
nomination
The
ev. It w is made by Professor
II
Harry 1'rutt Judson. aellng president
of the University of Chicago; Prof.
Prof.
of Yale,
Charles B Baldwin
Helnl h Harberger of the University
of
faculty
of Munich and by the
W dilmrt'.n nniv. rsitj of Washington,
District of Columbia.

Sol Luna, President

l

5

.

JOCKEY INJURED BY

Animal- - f.riibs Kldcr by the Throat
mid RkakM Him Like a flat.
AUK. 9.

J"'

k' y

Madden wan atttirked and aevertly
hurt liv ti nraiff .l horMV. hiTi" to
iuMi nrior lo tindecision inifa
il.
tita race fur tbe Worthlnnton plat
today. Marigold IV.. ridden by Brady,
r.'iirwj up and knockrd Madden, who
waa on Center, out of the auddle. The
homo tin ti illp?d to Its knee, trot
hold of Madden'x throat and ihook
him llkf a rat, d.
the nfforlH of
Hrady. who belabored tho animal ov?r
the
Eventually it wai benten
off.
Madden' throat waa badly lacornt-ri- l
eral ho waa bleidlns freely when
rvloaeed.

0
WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

THE

Our CAKES and PIES have
won a place for themselves In the hearts of the ladies
of Albuquerque.

BANK OF COMMERCE of
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

Have you tried them?
They could not be made any
better, nor better material used.
In three sizes.
Cakes, 26c, 40c, 50c.
Pies, 5c, 10c, 20c.

Officers and Director:
LUNA, President.

SOLOMON
W. 8. RTRICKiiER,

j. c.

The

You should plan to take that trip to California. You will en- joy the change. Visit the Grand
Canyon and Petrified Forest. Liberal limit and
Los Angeles and return, $36.00.
San Diego and return, $36.00.
San Francisco and return, $45.00.
For other rates and full particulars call at ticket office. Tickets on
sale every Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday during May, June, July,
T. E. PURDY, Agent. August and September.
stop-over- s.

Every Day.
call and see our

New

Jaffa

Grocery Co.

"Good Things to Eat"
Mall Orders Filled Same
as Received.

Assistant Caablec,

georgh arnot.
william Mcintosh.
a. m. black well.
baldridge.
o. e. cromwell.
a

DEPARTMENT

Or

J. JOHNSON,

eeeeeeeeeeee e3.eeeeai.ee4eer-ae4i special Kates to the west

HOME COOKING

Something
Phone,
line.

W.

and Cashier.

Vice-Presid-

Cake,
Rolls, German Coffee
Duns, Doughnuts, Jelly Cake,
etc., all .so good they "melt in
your mouth.'

THE

$lft0,bt..

CAPITAL,

i'.i

Day

eve

Automatic Phone 522.

W.

Colorado Phone S?

J. PATTERSON

Livery and Boarding Stables
3

West Sliver Avenue.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Mcintosh HoLfdwaLre Co
&

CO.

22. 1906

D.

S. Rosenwald, Secy

P. F. McCanna, Mgr

DAYS OF SENSATIONAL ACTS
AND JOLLY GOOD FELLOWSHIP

5

Horse Racing, Baseball, Relay Races, Ladies'
Races, Indian Sports, and Montezuma Ball

RECKLESS RUSSELL

The One Lfegged

.

W. E. MAUGER

WOOL

Representing Mauaer A Avery
Boat on

First Htrret, with Raabe
Maugcr, Albuquerque, N. M.

FREE!
In

Wonder, in a Thrilling Leap for Lift' form
Hundred foot I'liitlorm.

PROF- - KINO,

HIS WIFE,

IMP MONKEY

ARE THE SOLE AGENTS FOR TILE

Eclipse Hay Presses
SEE THEM

BEFORE BUYING

ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY
AND MACHINE WORKS.
It. P. HALL, Proprietor

'

IOI1 A SMALL HOUSE a thoroughly
modern, sanitary, open plumbing
bath room ean he Installed
expense, Insuring In every wayat tosmalt
the
oecupants ull the udvuntages resulting
from perfeet cleanliness and sanitation, if y,.u would learn all particulars and exact cost, consult us, and
we win cneerrully furnbjh estimates.

B

Ore, Coal,
Iron and Brass Castings.
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Grate
Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columns
and Iron Fronts for Buildings. Repairs on Mining and
MllUn

Machinery

I

We carry the Finest Line
Garden Hose In the City.

In Our specialty

FOUNDRY

auauauBBBUBueaauBBaaa

-

Worth

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OP FIVE
CENT PER ANNUM. SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

BRING RESULTS.

VICIOUS RACE HORSE

IIS

,

18, 1000

h,

2u

:

June

02,750.13
100,062.80
208,320.81
377,332.37
431,502.31

PER

311-31-

17

$ 10,466.0a
10,172.00
31,821.82

--

,

RnRlan-1- ,

For It

j

at the end of first six months
at the end of first year
at the end of eighteen months
at the end of two years

WANT ADS

SEPTEMBER

9.

of this Bank since its

at the end of first day
at the end of first week
at the end of first month

SUCCESSORS TO E. J. POST

Word has
privately by the Amor
, ,.,,
e so, iety which has
Boston, that I
In
anWlM receive the prize
who has
nually swarded to the man
hu..mpllshed the greatest good to

Brighton.

Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits

APRIL 18, 1904

the following statement,

organization.

MORNING JOURNAL

-

I

r.,,,,.

We invite your attention to
show In gthe business growth

h

ALBUQUERQUE

Humanity.

Mass.. Aug.

THIS BANK OPENED FOR BUSINESS

when Your

See

Bread comes from.

1

Will Get Prise for Greatest

Capital Paid in
$100,000.00
Surplus and Profits 20,000.00

"GoodThiDgstoEat"

Bakery.

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

e.

A

PEACE HONORS FOR
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

1

Bast Bide Railroad Track. Albuouerque

Standard Plumbing and

DoYourEyesTroubleYou?

Colo. Phone, R 284. Auto. Phone 71
412 West Railroad Ave., Albuquerana

.1

Heating Company.

pR

Their Startling Halloon tUctf and Parachute Drops

REFORM BIFOCUUS
--

WESTERN AMUSEMENT CARNIVAL CO
Includinji Up to Date Shows and Free Events on the Streets Every Day
and Night

Poultry Show, Baby Show, Jersey Stock Show, Trades Display, Flower
Parade, Sheep and Wool Growers' and Retail Merchants' Conventions

I EXAMINE THEM Fit EE
Every Pair of Glasses Fitted Guaranteed Absolutely Correct. No
Guessing Scientific Methods
ONLY USED.

C. H.

CARNES, O.D.
Graduate Optician

With H. Yaaow

m II.

H, Ave.

'

COMBINES

VJ-1

1

I

TWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
LENS.
NOTHING TO BfcCAK
APART OB INTERFERE

WITH THF

SIGHT.

aavi

manar,

im

MANUFACTURED

BY

THR

BEBBER OPTICAL ÍYV
flLDUUUU

Frllv.

Awpist

10,

10.

TiiK
my friends, and they should all have

TO BUtLO
FROM

and private cars."
RAILROAD rw0ft
'The mi1 man took a look at

1
Be Back of Proposed

to
Line

Opening Up Rich and Undeveloped Country,
Deniiug. N. M., Aug.
a reviví! here of the

There is
talk of
paftlnn a railway from this pout to
Koswell by way ;f Alamogordo. It Is
claimed that this road will make
the shorter route from the California fruit belt to the east. It Is understood that the Southern Facile is
ut the back of the project. The proposed road, leaving Koswell, comes
across the Sacramento mountains by
way of the Mesealero gap to Alamo-gord- o
and to Denting. Through the
Sacramento mountain district there
are. eattle and limber and mining, and
on to DamlnJI over the San Andre's
or Organ mountains a great mining
district will be opened.
old-tim-

9.

e

poi-Fib-

le

niiOKKN Ql

-

a

ri-te-

I

1

Si

Si

ger agent of the Santa Fe railroad,
familiarly known as "Hill" Curtis,
more "experiprobably encounters
ences?' than any other traveling pas.
enger agent in the world. Fortunately for Mr. Curtis, he has the Nappy
faculty of being able to play up to the
demands of an occasion on the spur
of the instant. Recently he was taken for Congressman Charles Curtis
at a little store In Sterling, K:is. lie
tells the story on himself, and it hns
gotten Into print. This is the way
the , Hutch Inst on News related It:
"I went Inlo a store there for 0
cigar." sfild Mr. Curtis, "and the pro-p- i
knew, "s.'ild 'How are
letor. whom
you Mr. Curtis.' Another man was In
the store and, sizing me up, said, 'Is
this Mr. Curtis, of Topeka?' I said 't
mv health
was nnd he inquired
and uliout my family. I answered as
I
could ami was wondering
Kooil its
what be meant by it when he nskel
how long I had been back from Washington. It occurred to me then that
i was taken for Congressman Charles
Curtis, also of Topeka.
"What do you think nbout the
Panama cannl'." n he asked. nnd still
" 'I fought for lock canal
believe in locking it up. especially of
nights.'
" 'Do you believe the new rate bill
Is a good thing as II stands?'
well
' yVs. I like the bill pretty
excepting for the reduction of fares.
I think the fares should be raised to
4 cents a mile for everyone, excepting

Surprised People!

O

nypo-crltlc-

al

Our Great Clearance Sale

surprising many people who

drop in just for a look. We're well aware that there are
many buyers who look upon a special sale as a fake; a
scheme, or some sort of a trick of the trade.
Perhaps they have reason for their opinion?
Been trading at the wrong store.
buyers that are surprised to find our
It's this class
bargains honest bargains, and our goods just as we represent
them to be.
Shirtwaists,

Hats

Children's

at
Boys'

All Children's

Trunks and

Ills DecMon.

M.

"Whftf Is Mr. C!az:;le doing now?"
naked Miss Cayenne,
"fie I:; n wine nfTJi .'
"I see, He has tried manual nnd

mental labor without success and has
decided to fall back on his liver."

MANDELL
Fine Clothing and Furnishings

Xow is THE TIME

TO STOCK
YOUR COAIj.
We are now supplying our customers with both hard and soft coal
at the summer price for stocking
purposes, This price will continue in
effect until September 1, when the
price advances. Take advantage or
this opportunity while ot lasts.
V CO.
W. R. II All

THE ECONOMIST
Albuquerque's

m

Brightest and Best Store

TTIE DAYLIGHT STOIJIC

or

DAY'S ADVERTISING is PAID BY SOME OF THE LEADING lill.Ms WE BUY GOODS FROM. THEIR ADS APPEAR
"CREATING A DEMAND FOR MERCHANDISE." TWELVE THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR
IN THE "LADIES' HOME JOURNAL" AND "DRY GOODS ECONOMIST," THE BEST TWO PAPERS IN &MBRICCA. THESE PAPERS OFFER TO RETAILERS AND CUSTOMERS THE LATEST AND MOST
MERCHANTS WHO pay FOR THEIR GOODS IN TEN DAYS. OCR CUSTOMERS
GOODS TO BE FOUND IN FIRST HANDS. WE READ THE ECONOMIST, RECAFM: THE ADS APPEAL TO
HOME
BY
MANUFACTURERS. YOU NEEDN'T SEND AW AY FOR THEM.
JOURNAL AND ITS ADVERTISEMENTS. AS WE SELL THE GOODS OFFERED
THESE
NEARLY ALL READ THE LADIES"
goods:
following
leading
AT
makes
WE ham; in stock
of
ltimes

the

al

We

carry

We

Corticelli SKINNER'S SATIN
Sewing

I

K n

i

1 1 i

g

n

Brain ard

SPOOL,

SILK

For your protection, the name

SKINNER'S

&

SATIN

A full range of all the desirable
colors always in stock.

Embroid'ry

Silks and
Dress Silks

for
A

Children
and
Misses

full lineof AdeleKitehieBelts
silk, leather and wash materials always in slock.

In

in

1

shobvn

first at

Rubens Infant Shirt

www
Brands of Women's
Underwear needs no

Goods alMARKV ways to be

carry a full
line of every
We

line always in stock in
cotton, wool and silk.

know there is none
better. A full line
is always in stock-- .

ulso eiirry a
rui! line of

.j,

lr!)

ittheTRIANGLE:

9

k

I

full line of colors and sizes
always to be found in stock.

need no
as

Hair piHs
N

We always carry in stock a full
range of Reed's Lansdowne, and

-

swer.

o

are genuine without the
above trade mark on Selvage.

be
cause- if
once used

no others
will an

a

0

none

a

The New

;

All.

ChalTee'sSilk Dress
Wash Braid

I905

In the only liraUleil hrnUI
on the DUtrket lUltttUfl fn
a Mk) woolen or coltioi
dress. A full llnu nf colors

Aercel Wash Cloths
always in stock
Be each.

'

Safrti Pin.

All sizes in stock always

always la stoclt.

(irtf í rriTnvfTTfj
ill

COPYRIGHTED

Always in stock in
all ,sizes and all
colors, per box... 25c

Keatherbone is known wherever
dresses are worn. A full line of
all kinds of Feath- rbone, in all
colors, always in stock.
prmrw., ...
Fk.; '''

Sh ielda

Waists

rid.

-

n er t

Nazareth

J
TfADt MM

M

of the
s

for Children
always in stock

Y

í

ev-

fashion jour n a

visible to No.6l

Cornfield

imzu

Barms,

A full

ery reader

Irom the in

and

PATENT

IITVI8I3LE EYE3
Uld til' RING HOOKS

THE SWAN BRAND

Shield made

i

rat. No.

introduction as

kind of "oMo"

e

A

NoTrouble

Supporters

of colors and in all grades.

M

No Buttons

Kern's Hose

R

H

C,gTC

Gilbert's Linings are always to
found in stock in a full range

T

E

found in
our stock

1

from

to 44 and
priced at $l
fl.50, $2.50
34

The Economist

T

Cravenetted Swan and Vassar

K

and in all

sizes

fmdnotJel-tte- s

Y

Blk Dress
Goods and

v

;

i

Sampson Lining Silks

tact you tvtll always

Preistiey

r

stock in
q u a l ties

Munslng Knit Underwear in all weights
Forest Mills Underwear in all weights
La Grecoue Tailored Underwear
Kubdry Towels
Ferris Good Sense Waists

Women

TRADE

Bevoise

Brasserie
carried in

Hose Supporters

McCall Paper Patterns

Hosiery

stock.

De

Warner's Hose Supporters
Velvet Grip Hose Supporters
Wright's Must Formers
Scott's Hip Pads
Utupia (iermantowti and Shetland Yarns
ABC Wardrobe and Other Trunks
Fleisher Gtrman Knitting Yarn
Stork Goods tor Infants
No Mend Children's Hose
Royal Worcester Corsets
American Hoys & Girls Hose lionton Corsets
Kay Bond Sanitary Napkin fcf Women
Kayser and Amsterdam Double Tipped Silk Gloves
Hrainard and Armstrong Guaranteed Taffeta
Kayser Double Toe Silk Hosiery
Trefousse Kid Gloves

Onyx Brand

a w ays
carried in

also carry a full line of the
follobvtng tucll Knobun goods:

roster

is woven, evcrv inch, in the back of selvage

Armstrong

íjrílcelú

IS YARN DYEB AVI) f;UAR ANTEEÜ
TO WEAR TWO SiiASONS

&

Silks

PASSENGER AGENT POSES

AS KANSAS CONGRESSMAN
William J. Curtis, traveling passcn

Tid-Hlt-

half-dolla-

bers'.

The holt accompanied
the rain
which visited the eastern section of
!l
the oily between S and o'clock. Employes in the yards say they heard
a lo'nd bolt and saw the
lightning
HtrlUf the water tank.
Instantly :t
spread
over
the tank and
small flame
at the same moment it crashed and
fell, the Impact of the falling water;
and .timbers striking the ground mak
lug a terrific noise which could be
heart! for blocks.
The tank was built upon a foundation of pile timbers and was constructed of wood, covered with tin.
Tho body of the tank was shattered
No one was In he
into splinters.
office when the lightning struck the
tank, and no one was nearer the tank
than the roundhouse, about 200 yards
away. The damage to the office and
the loss of the tank will amount to
about S .000 it la said.

PAGE TIIREF

considerable powers in the way of
providing convicts with spare time
occupations, and with his
l.i lie in.
an educated convict will sometimes
indulge in such '"literary pursuits' as
inditing his autobiograpny,
which
(From
chaplains consider an excellent methThe convict whose idle hours are od for getting a prisoner to weigh his
the bitterest of his term of Imprison- own character, though they are often
or
ment must kill time clandestinely un- iilsoppointeo: ay me measure
claptrap such autobiographies!
less the governor or the chaoluin Is
wiling to take a very broad view of contain.
is
the regulations In order to help him.
The ladles of the Highland MethoSometimes a skilled workman of an dist church will give an Ice .ream so- -j
industrious turn of mind will appeal rial at the home of Mr. P. Crown, at
to one of these gentlemen to find hiui the west end of Coal avenue, Friday
evening, July 10. A large attendance
some employment for his spare time. is
desired.
.
Thus a clever wood worker mentioned in a recent report of the prison
commissioners was able to present to Annual Meeting of the Grand!
the chupel a really magnificently
carved eagle lectern In oak. entirely
the work of his own har.ds and dono Aerie, Fraternal Order of Eagles
in hours which might otherwise havo
been spent in solitude and idleness.
An
of a great prison Milwaukee, Wis., Aug.. 14-1- 8
of
has fl his possession a remarkably
handsome sideboard In walnut, which
w is made for him by n convict of a
prison where he was governor for
some ten years. The man appealed to
him for some means of killing time,
For above occasion the
and knowing the man to be a cabinet
maker, he provided him with wood
regular price 50c, reduced to 25c.
and tools.
Boys'
The sideboard was the
surprising result, and In consequence
of it. when the convict took his dis25c;
Sailor
Special line Boys' Caps
at 25c.
charge, there was a substantial present from the governor to help him in
Suits, 25 per cent off.
and
making a fresh start in life. Moreover, while thus employed his hand
Valises.
Special reduction of J 5 per cent on
was not losing its cunning nor his
mind lying fallow, and his chances
of leading an honest life thereafter
were therefore greatly Increased.
on the other hand, prisoners have
been known to kill time secretly by
such melancholy devices as making
mats and baskets of straw taken from
sell tickets to Mil
their beds, rather than simply sit
and brood.
Others have set themwaukee for $47.10 for
selves to count the number of times
certain letters occur In the Bible, with
the round trip, Tickets
n copy of which every convict Is pro- -'
vided. and it Is quite a common pnltc- on sale Aug,
lice for prisoners to learn
whole
chapters, gospels nnd epistles by
heart. A certain hardened character
Final limit August 23
once committed to memory the whole
WHAT PART OF THIS PAPER DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST INTERESTING TO THE
of the old Testament, but the moral
OR BOARDING PLACE?
IS
good it did him could not have been
WHO IS EAGERLY HUNTING FOR A FURNISHED ROOM
very great, for two days after his reIN
E.
MORNING
COLUMN
OF
T.
JOURNAL
THAT
THE
Apt.,
ADVERTISEMENT
YOUR
Purdy,
Albuquerque
a
burglary, for
lease he committed

d.

MGHTXIXG DESTROYS
Hit; TANK AT EL PASO
The Southwestern water tank just
beyond the eastern division round-- j
house In the El l'aso yards was de- Htroyed by lightning Sunday night
about S:4f o'clock. Striking the tank
broadside, the bolt split it squarely
r
in two and the iiO.OOO gallons of
in the tank were spilled, splintering for hundreds of feet in evory
direction. The office of j. D. O'Connor, general ear foreman, nnd C. K.
Test, roundhouse foreman, was par-llal-li
demolished by the falling tim-

N AT.

three

to

I'scful Article
Committed to Memory OKI

SHORT.

mit tee of six.

If is said that the hoilcrmnkers on
the line are discontented and unless
their wages are advanced a generil
strike will be declared in this depart'
inouj of the service. The officials of
the company have had no advice as
yet of any such Intention on the pan
of the bol lawmakers.
It is said that the president of the
hollermaJcors, who are organised In o.
manner similar to the machinists, has
gone to Aguascalietnes to confer with
lien Johnson, superintendent of motive power and machinery, In regard
to the demands of the men.

which he was sentented
years Imprisonment
The chnnhiin of :, nrtsi

JOUR

Malc

Sonic Have

Phonographs, like some people, are
shy of originality.
Strange that almost anything thr.t
is not can be classed as a parlor ornament.
The girl who tries to Induce a man
to propose can hardly deny that sh-- Is
begging the question.
It Is a piece of folly to think thnt
because :, woman is outspoken she can
be easily
Money may not bring happiness,
but the shyness thereof seems to
bring things that are pretty near the
reverse of it.
A beggar will be satisfied with a
r,
but It takes four quarters
nf the earth to half satisfy an insurance grafter.
When the gradua'te of a cooking
school casts her bread upon the waters she will be better satisfied If it
returns In the shape of a wedding
cake before many days. Chicago
Drovers' Journal.

MOUSI. SUCCEEDS STOREY
AS CHIEF ENGfNEEII
The official announcement that
II. Morse, now acting as chief engineer of the Santa Fe coast lines, wjth
offices at Loa Angeles, will succeed
W. H. Storey, Jr., as Santa Fe chief
engineer h:is been made from the
conrrpnftyh general office at Topeka,
Mr. Storey will leave shortly for Clii-- i
ago to succeed James Dun, chief engineer of the Santa Fe system, who
iceently resigned his position to líeteme consulting engineer for the road.
Mr. Dun Is well along in years and
wishes: to be relieved of the heavy
duties of chief engineer.
Mr. Morse will have charge of the
erection of the extensions of the Santa Fa shops in Topeka. Although Mr.
Dim has resigned, his resignation has
not yet gone into effect and Mr. Storey will not go to Chicago until It
does.
a si
STRIKING MACHINISTS TO
SEE PRESIDENT DIAZ.
The grievance
eomniitlee of the
Mexican Central employes has failed
to reach an agreement with the company, ftccording to reports received,
ol a conference held
at Aruaacal- entes.
At the AgUaAC&u en teS conference
the company was represented by Hen
Johnson! superintendent
of motive!
power and machinery.
The Strikers'
inauguration
asked for the
of a largo
number of rules and regulation,! con-- j
eerning the work in the shops mil;
for an equalisation of wages. Their!
demands were not granted.
The Mexico city branch of the ma.
ehinlsts hns asked an audience With
President Diaz.
A formal request for an audience
with the chief executive was made no!
for the purpose of .securing his fl
sistánce, but merely to explain their
position and to assure him thai no
disordi r or violation of the law is con- teinmated. If the audience is secured
the jp.cn will be represented by a com-

KILL TIME.

ma

for thirly xprnnd and this Is the next
thing I hoard.
Tdu don't talk that
way In the newspapers, Mr. Curtis.'
" Well, the newspaper business Is
all bosh, anyway, an4 yon didn't expect to believe anything I was supposed to have said in th papers, did
you ?
"Just then Harry Shields, of th"
Wabash, came by the door and called
me away, and it was well, for the Did
man was hunting for a gun and f
would have had to apologize In another minute or run. Harry and I
took No. r. out of town and 1 haven't
been bnrk to Sterling since."

HELL

Southern Pacific Believed

HOW CONVICTS

ALr.ror KKnr k morxixg

tttt$ hi stock

MERIJAS

THE SAFETY PIN THAT CANT PULL OPEN

1

SEE THAT

fr

LaOrecque Tailored
BEING

A

DOU RLE

A

BSONDÍ NT,

WILL ADSORB MORE, MOISTURE
THAN

ANY SHIELD MADE

Underwear
tor Women alwiri in stock
in nil comblnatloai mui in
neptralu garment. Miidrof
the tttiFHi long cloth.

(Lox

olc

This trade mark is

EYE

known wherever
knitting in yarn is

50MPAH"i

done, and stands for

T m api mo
manto by LOCK SAFETY PIN CQ stlouisusa- -

We carry a full lineof Forest Mills
Underwear for Womenft Children

Summer, fall and winter weight

OilclotH

the best in Shetland
and Germantown

yarns.

Complete

line in stock always

C

We

carry only the Standard
make of Table Oil Cloth

WE SOLICIT YOUR TRADE ON THESE GOODS BECAUSE WE CAN GUARANTEE EVERY ARTICLE MENTIQNED OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED IF DISSATISFIED.
ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE.
MORE CAN WE DO FOR YOU?
IWHK INDINO AUQ. 4

j
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J
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World's Great
Written In Cell- -.

E. Some of the
0

Former District Atorney Alleges Governor Fills Number of Va- candes on Important TerriMalfeasance in Offices and
Perversion of Public Funds,
torial Institution Governing
Boards,
Numerous Instances Cited,

10.

IM.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

FROM THE PRISON.

ji

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE Hf ADVANCE

AT.Ti

Book'.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
UNION lawiLAB
World.)
York
Xew
(From the
Kropotkln tells in his memoirs how
R. H. E.
0 4 4 during his two years' imprisonment in On Furniture. Pianos. Organs. Horses.
Pittsburg
Wagons and other Chattels: also on
6 7 3
Xew York
MAI
the fortress of St. Peter and St. Paul salaries and warehouse receipts, as
HraaP WANTED.
Philllppl and
Batteries Llefleld,
asia as man as szuu.uu.
on his low as SlO.oo
WAXTED Man to work In milk
aulckly made and strictly
Peltz; Mathcwson, Ferguson, Bresna- - he wrote two large volumes
are
Loans
glacial explorations. For some time private.
Time: One month to one room; must know the meaning of
han and Bowerman.
given. Goods te remain in your cleanliness. A slight knowledge of
At Boston
R. H. E the authorities would let him have year
nossession. Our rates are reasonable. steam boilers preferred. Matthew's
2
7
0 neither books nor pen and ink, but
St. .Louis
Call and see us before borrowing.
3

2

Moran;

Money to Loan

Jersey Dairy.
tf
Steamshln ticgets to ana irore an
the Russian Geographical society Inworld.
of
the
Darts
A
one
WAXTED.
perwho
salesman,
gave
terceded and Alexander II.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN
can speak Spanish. Route from Al3 end 4. Grant Bid.
mission for him to write "till sunset."
buquerque to Belen. Inquire The SinOFFICES.
PRIVATE
half
escaped,
second
the
had
After he
ger Sewing Machine Co.
alO
OPEN EVENINGS.
of his manuscript remained in tht
80S West RaLroad Avenue.
Fifty
men
WANTED.
extra
for
hands of the secret police for twenty
gang, Colorado, five miles from DenFOR SALE.
years before he recovered It In exile.
Apply Abraham's Emproyment
SALE Two good milch cowl, ver.
FOR
alO
office.
It is an even stranger story that now R. a Elwood. 909 X Eleventh st.
AMERICAX LEAGUE.
Young man, grocery
WAXTED.
reaches us of a scientist s life Work in good order, runabout,
powAt Washington
R H. E done in a Russian ce!!. X. A. Moroz
er, cost $1.000; will sell for 400. Ad- clerk and meat cutter, desires position
:
8 12
Detroit
would do other work. Address J.
In
young
dress C. F. Mosher, 120 San Francis- or
nihilists
the
one
of
was
off
7
5
Washington
P., Journal.
al2
st., Santa Fe, X. M.
co
Alexto
assassinate
plot
in
the
volved
Batteries
Slver,
and
Eubanks
WAXTED Four bellboys at tho
Four-rootwentynearly
1S8L
modern
For
SALE
in
II.
FOR
Payne;
ander
Falkenherg.
Hughes
and
14 years old.
tf
five years he lay a prisoner in the bungalow. T. E. Gargan, 50? N. Alvarado, not under
Wakefield.
Schlüsselherg
to
be
released
fortress,
st.
first-claTwelfth
A
at
E
WAXTED
barber
R. H.
At Chicago
FOR SALE One steam automobile Gallup, New Mexico. Guarantee $1$
1 finally last October after the czar's de9
3
Chicago
He, too, was at first
2
9 0 cree of amnesty.
Philadelphia
FOR SALE. Two burros, call at per week, at Page hotel. Address
deprived of the student's materials. 220 X. High street
alO Robert J. Burk.
Batteries White and Sullivan;
His one book was the Bible. After
and Schreck.
of
SALE
Furniture
FOR
WAXTED A hustler to take orders
guards brought him
At St. Louis Xew York-S- t.
Louis some years the pen
and paper. Now house, over Farr's market, S. Second for "Spencer's secdles apple trees."
other books and
game postponed; wet grounds.
Easy work. Call at 124 S. Walter St.,
he is about to publish in St. Peters- street.
Cleveland-Bosto- n
At
Cleveland
FOR SALK Fine saddle pony. C or at office of George W. Stubbs for
volumes of a scientific
game called at end of second inning burg twenty
tf
work chiefly devoted to chemistry, W. Hunter, corner Broadway and Cop- full Information.
on account of rain.
per.
which he wrote in prison.
bookkeeper;
WANTED First-clas- s
The world's literature is vastly the
FOR SALE Lady's saddle pony. C one familiar with Spanish-speakin- g
WESTERN LEAGUE.
books. Run-ya- E. Lowber, 119 S. High st.
richer for prison-writte- n
alO people preferred.
Address A. H. HilAt Pueblo
r,
R. II. 3
the Puritan
1100 ton Mercantile Co., San Antonio, N. M.
horses,
Two
work
SALE
FOR
6 12 0 wrote "Pilgrim's Progress," and supDos Molncs
or 1200 pounds each; price reasonable
WANTED
Laborers, native and
o
3 plied President
9
Pueblo
Roosevelt with his C. W. Hunter, Corner Copper and white,
and all trades supplied with
Dexter; "muck rake" text in the intervals of Broadwav.
Batteries Manske
and
alO help on short notice. Also domestic
Stimmel and Renlcker.
Supporting his famly by lace making
FOR SALE Elegant Knabe piano servants. Abraham's Employment OfAt Denver
R. H. E. in prison. During his thirteen years
B. fice, 120 W. Sliver ave., at Elite res9 8 1 confinement in the Tower
of London in perfect condition. Apply7 at 512
Denver
taurant. 'Phone 379.
p.
m.
4
Broadway,
between
and
5 Sir Walter Raleigh had written
3 12
Sioux City
his
buggy,
strong
Jar-rott,
FEMALE HELP WANTED.
"History of the World." After his
FOR SALE Gooa
Batteries Wright and Zalusky;
release he was to make a last voy- $12. Divine's grocery, Fourteenth and
Xewlin and Freeze.
A woman to do house
WAXTED.
age
Englo the Orinoco and return to
Railroad.
R. H. E.
At Lincoln
work. Bezemek Dairy, 1902 N. 4th.
be
7
to
0 land
executed. Defoe was twice
.3
Lincoln
of
FOR
woman
WAXTED A middle-age- d
.0 5 2 pilloried and thrown into Jail for his
Omaha
house, cheap. 318 S. Fourth at to do kitchen work only. Good wages,
leis-ue- r
to
political
pamphlets,
there
find
Zlnran;
Batteries McKay
and
FOR SALE OR LEASE Sheep Give references. Address T., Journal
to write the story of Robinson
Corns and Oondlng.
knee-higtf
and green as office.
Crusoe and his man Friday, to the range; grass
unfailing water; patented
meadow;
a
delight
young
of
of
centuries
old
and
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
AdPROFESSIONAL CARDS.
readers. For calling the prince re- lands; located in Sierra county.
At Louisville-- gent "a fat Adonis of fifty" Leigh dress C. C. Miller, Hillsboro. X. M.
ATTORNEYS;
Louisville
drop-hea- d
Hunt was sent to jail for two years.
FOR SALE Singer
w. dTbryan
.Minneapolis
Byron, Shelley nnd Keats were among sewing machines. 3 and 4 Grant bldg
Attorney
at Law.
At Indianapolis
his visitors, and his release was folOffice in First National bank buildFOR SALE New and second-han- d
1
Indianapolis
ing.
Albuaueraue. N. M.
lowed by the publication of "Rimini" hup 'es at Albuoucrque Carriage Co.
S
St. Paul
and other prison poems.
PHYSICIANS.
RENT.
FOR
At Columbus
Tasso was confined for Insanity,
I first In a monastery
Columbus
FOB REXT Two nicely furnished DR. R. L. HUST
an
and
in
then
N. T. Arlmilo Bldg.
Room
1 asylum, and
Kansas City
composed his epics dur- large front rooms in Garcia building
Tuberculosis treated with High FreSecond game
ing lucid intervals. It was while tho Fiflh and Railroad; reasonable rent to quency
Electrical
Current and Germi
2 Algerine
Columbus
pirates held Cervantes for permanent people. Apply afternoons, tf cide. Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
4 ransom
4
p.
Kansas City
m.
room,
nurse
Trained
Xlcely
in attendance.
furnished
began
he
that
"Don Quixote."
POR RlpNT
At Toledo
Andre Chenler sang his sweetest songs electric light and bath, private en- Both 'phunea
2 during the six
H. WROTH
Toledo
months under the Ter- trance; no invalids taken. 607 X DR. J. Physician
1 ror while he lay in St.
and Surgeon.
Milwaukee
Lazare awaiting Fourth st.
Albuquerque. N. M.
Second game
the guillotine. Within our own time
- Furnished room.
215
RENTFOR
DR.
J.
fi "The
E. BRONSON
Toledo
Ballad of Reading Gaol" and
Seventh st.
Homeopathic.
.6
"De Profundls" were nroduceil bv n
Milwaukee
Physician and Surgeon.
UKXT.-Drpi ;
roomed modern
(Called on account of darkness.)
convict who (hen for the first timo
Room 17 Whiting Black.
a. X Wilson, 406 S.
gave a tone of sincerity to a brilliant house.
DR. W. G. SHADRACH
tf
Arno.
EAT JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM talent.
Practice Limited
furnished
Eye, Ear. Nose, Throat.
FOR REXT Pleasant
BREAD.
tf
private
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coast
in modern house;
rooms
Night Work Ir Expensive.
alO lines. Office 313 V, W. Railroad av.
Loose leaf methods, special ruled board. 124 S. Edith st.
SMALLER COAL RILLS will be
(o 6 p..nL
house,
FOR REXT One
'
the result of buying your supply of blanks and books do away with night
DENTISTsr"
W. V. Fu
coal for next Winter of us now. For work, because those systems simplify furnished or unfurnished.
É7
J.
DR.
KRAFT
tí
the month of August we will sell and condense the old style of book- trelle, 116 W. Coal.
Dental Surgeon.
We are equipped to manudouble Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Block, over
One
cal for stocking purposes at the keeping.
REXT
FOR
,
rate, both hard and soft facture all kinds of loose leaf device.-.W. the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
summer
house, furnished or unfurnished.
coal. Do not fall to take advantage and do all kinds of special ruling and V. Futrelle, 116 W. Coal.
tf Automatic Phone 272: Colorado. 154.
E. J. ALGER. D. D. S.
of this oportunlty as the price ad- binding.
Three-roofurnishREXT
FOR
Offices: Arlml.lo block. onDOílte Gol.
H. S. Litligow & Co.,
vances Seutemher 1.
S.
Broadway.
106
ed
house.
den Rule. Office hours. 8:X0 a. m. to
Bookbinders.
VV.1
Journal Building.
II. IIAIIN & CO.
12:30
d. m.: 1:20 to 6 d. m. Autolight
FOR RENT Two rooms for
telephone 462. Anoolntments
EAT JAFP A'S KRACK CREAM housekeeping, $12. 218 W. Lead av. matic
A Counter Proposition.
by mall.
made
tf
Duplicating counter sales hooks arc BREAD.
room; DR. L. E. ERVIN
Furnished
FOR REXT
needed by every retail merchant. Our
large closet, bath, electric lights, etc.
Dentist.
THE WORLD IS FULL OP ODD 713 W. Silver ave.
Jt
prices are right. Let us show you AM)
Auto Phone 891.
SO
CURIOUS
THERE
PEOPLE
20
Rooms
22,
Whiting block, ever
samples.
and
M AY STILL BE THOSE WHO HAVE
FOR REXT-,- Furnished room. 512
Learnard and Lindemann.
II. s. Lttbgow & Co.,
NOT USED MORNING
tf
JOURNAL
st.
Second
Bookbinders.
Journal Building.
CLASSIFIED ADS.
ARCHITECTS."
FUR REXT Storage room. E. V. F. W.
SPENCER
Fee, 602 S. First st.
V. O. WALLINGFORD
Pleasant furnished
FOR REN
Architects.
tf Rooms 46 and 47, Rarnett Bulldlna,
rooms at 315 S Third st.
Both 'Phones.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
WANTED. To buy cheap saddle
Furniture1 J. R FAR WELL
pony.
Apply Emmons'
Civil Engineer.
atore.
Roo
23, N T- - Armilo hnlMIn
WAXTED. By couple, two or three
UNDERTAKERS.
furnished rooms for light housekeepBORDERS
References,
rent.
ing. Reasonable
City Undertaker.
address Rox 100 City.
Black or white hearse, 16.00. ComWAXTED Typewriters to repair. mercial Club
Building. Auto telephone
repcirer for next fit"- - 316
Have first-clarea no. AIDuquerque,
teen days. Satisfaction guaranteed or Xew V.UIUI.U.UI.
Mexlc .
no charges made. Machine supplied
BAKERIES.
free while your machine is in thej
AND CAKES DP1- -'
shop. Drop US a postal card or
uiiMU.
vikü
yered to any oart of the city, wedColo. Rlack 265-- 2 and wo will ding
a
cakes
specialty; satisfaction
send for machine. Ramsay's
guaranteed.
R
401 W. Railroad ave.
Bakery, 207 South Flrlt street Pioneer
A cook at 1023 W. Rail.WANTED
road avenue. Apply at 217 S. Fourth
street.
money
B
WAXTED To loan
Real Estate and Loans. Fire
amounts to suit borrower. James F.
14,
National
Bank
First
Brown, Room
Insurance. Surety Bonds
W
building.
Auto Phone :i2H 2131, s. Second St.
)ST.

1
6 4
Boston
Batteries Karger and Marshall;
Dorner and Ncedham.
At Philadelphia
R. II. E
1
5
2
Cincinnati
8
4
Philadelphia
I
Batteries
Fraser and Schle!
Sparks and Donovan.

FOR

THE SHEEP CONVENTION

RECORD AT STAKE

JOUR'WAL!.

VOICES

LEAODS.

At Brooklyn
'Chicago
Brooklyn
Batteries Taylor and
nnd Bergen.
At Xew York

alia

SOCORRO SHERIFF'S PUBLIC

MORNING

CO-Roo-

ms

5

m

If, M ha been said, there Is politic'
In the recent filing of charges against'
Sheriff Leandro Haca, of Socorro coun-- i
ty, It It politics of a pretty MrlOM n.i- tur,-- , for any one of a dozen allegations'
made in the document recently sub- milted to Governor flagllUlM. If sustained, would be luMelUt grounds for
actum In the case of the Socorro coun-- i
ty officer.
The charges were filed several day.'j
ago bjr Attorney Elfegla Baca, former
listriet attorney of Booorro coenty,
who charges the sheriff with malfea-"-anein OfflAe .ind perversion of public
fui., Is. similar charco
have been
mude in the same document by Mr
Haca against Eduardo Jaramlllo an I
Alfredo Arm i jo, county commissioners
j

I

of Socorro county.
The Charges in Detail.
The charges in detall, giving specllic
Instances of alleged wrong doing n:
the part of Bscs Mini the county commissioners, rover eighl typewritten
seppaces and consist of twenty-tw- o
arate and distinct charges, each one
coming under the head of malfeasance
and perversion of public moneys,
Briefly it la ehurged
that Sheriff
Ha, 'a is incompetent, in that he caiin.it
,,r
read
write the English language,
and that he Is unable to keep the r
ords of his office either In the Eng-- I
or the Spanish language.
H is charged
that he employes as
his deputy In the serving of papers and
process his son, who is about eighteen
pearl of age, under legal age and not
competent to serve such papers.
The third count charges the aherifl
with drawing the pay of his office an,',
also that of county Jailer and jail
guard, it being alleged that since the
Jail guard ruil eight months ago. thi
hertff has been drawing the pay.
II is charged that the sheriff occupies the upper part of the county Jail
in his residence, that six people live
there and that supplies for his houi
hold are purchased and charged to the
County, In addition it Is charged Mm
the sheriff buys these articles from
the chairman of the board of county
commissioners who conducís a small
store thirteen milts from Socorro, the
county seat.
it is charged that the sheriff hai
overcharged In several cases of seizing warrants and papers wherein the
law sets a specific price for such seri

Special to the Moral lg Journal.
Santa Fe, X. M., Au. 9. A number
MI88 LUOY MAY,
were an- of Important appointments
692 E. 43d St., Chicago.
nounced by OOTtrBOr Hagennan to
Pander I no makes the hair feel like unwoven
day, among them the appointment of silk.
It produces that silky and glossy eftect 80
to
member
a
be
much admired, it contalus healing, coollui! and
Judge X. B. Laughlin
properties, Just what tliewalpueeds,
ntlmulatlDg
of the governing board of the terriml what thin and falling hair must have. It Is
remedy ever made that will
BUCr
hair
Hito,
only
the
at
El
school
reform
torial
produce capillary attraction and natural
(ceding Hon. O. N. Marrón, of Albu- e;lulgeuce.
at all druggists, three sizes.
NOW
querque, who resigned some time ago.
25c, 50c. and $1.00 per bottle,'
Or. John F. Pearce, of Albuquerque,
of the Xew UtOWLXUM DAKDEUINE CO., Chicago,
is appointed a member
Mexico board of health to till out the
ge C. Bryunexpired term of Dr. G
an, of Alamogordu. Dr. Bryan resigned STUDYING AMERICAN
from the board a short time ago.
Dr. Bryan was today appointed a
FORESTRY METHODS
trustee of the New Mexico institute for
lb- - blind ahlOh is located at Aiamo-gordRepresenting English
Oxford Man
Dr. J. M. Cunningham is appointed
Government is Inspecting New
a member of the board of regents of
.Mexico Reserves,
the Xew Mexico normal school at Lis
Vegas succeeding W. R. Tipton resigned.
C. C. Robertson, of Oxford, repreis appointed senting the English government, who
Dr. James A. Massle
surgeon general to the New Mexici has been in America for some time
militia sue, eeiling lr. V. li. Tipton, Studying the forestry methods of the
Dr. Massi
of Las Vegas, resigned
United Stales, has just come from a
has th rank of Colonel. Captain ft visit of a week to the James forest re;. Austin, of Las Vegas, is appointed serve in central Xew Mexico.
He will
an aide to the governor with the rank visit several of the other reserves in
of colonel.
Engshe southwest before returning
Additional Delegates to Convention.
land, his work being directed to the
Additional delegates to the conven- compilation of a report on American
tion of Xew Mexico wool growers lo forests and forestry.
he held In Albuiuer(tie during the territorial fair were appointed by
BARGAIN HUNTERS CROWD
today as follows: M. L. MilTO GOLDEN RULE BALE)
ler, of Pastura, J. L yba, of Osllsteo,
Eugenio J. Luc ro, of Las Vegas, and Rig Store Packed All Day Yesterday
arlos Baca, of Lis Lunas.
by Eager Throng of Shoppers.
Veteran Guard is Dead.
The big clearance sale of the (iolden
William Kohl, cell house keeper at Rule Dry Hoods company which opthe penitentiary, died early this morn- ened yesterday morning, resulted In a
ing at St. Vincent's hospital at the age throng of eager shoppers who crowdof 71 years. Heath was directly due ed into the big atore early in the day
Kohl had been in Santa and slaved there until closing time at
to old age.
Fe for inore han a quarter of a cen- night.
The day's business was one of the
tury and during most of that time had
been employed as a guard at the petti largest ever done" by this progressing
tentiary.
establishment and was made possible
through the recent Increase in Hour
Democrats Call on Governor.
S
Following the meeting of the demo- space. Tin' sale now under way
all depart meats and every inch of
cratic central Committee today th
Ha-i space in the store is being utilized.
committeemen called on Governor
gorman in a body. They were received Borne forty adlttonal salespeople have
been employed for Ihe occasion. The
iii lit, executive office in the capítol.
is one of the lurgest and most
FINANCE AND COMMERCE. complete in the west.
i
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have nn abundance of choice
Wall Street.
native bran. Kansas White Oats, CaliNew York. Aug. 9. The large buy- fornia Rolled Bailey.
E. W. FEE.
It is charged that the sheriff, who l ing of Pennsylvania was again about H02-HUral street. Successor to
Jleged In have acted as Jailer, allowed the only feature of strength In the ClarkvilleS. Produce
alO
Co.
Its Iniluence in rethe prisoners to run at large in th, stock market.
falling tendency of
jail yard and in the town and that straining tinMORNING JOURNAL
was less effective
Some of i hem have run at large to prices elsewhere
WANT ADS
I now

vice.

-

such an extent that they have never than yesterday. Closing quotations:
101
gJnee turned up for trial or any other Amalgamated Copper
IM
Sugar
purpose.
254
It is charged that the sheriff remov- Anaconda
I2
ed a book case from the Judge's cham- At, bison
100 U
do preferred
bers In the court house, which he tool; New
ltd
Jersey Central
lo a saloon In which it is alleged he Chesapeake
00 v
& Ohio
h
owned a
Interest nnd used 'st. Paul, preferred
185
Hocase as pari of the furnishings of Big Four
92
a poker room, It being further allege Colorado & Southern
N
TO
that said saloon had no license to eon-dndo Brat preferred
a pokei game.
In this paragraph
5i M
do .second preferred
two charge42
made, one of embez- Erie
35 'í
zlement ,.f public property and
lnterborough
75
of failure to perform his duty in
do preferred
94
failing to collect license from a gamo-II- , Missouri Pacific
118 H
,g r;atne.
Xew York Central
135
Then follow, paragraph after para- Pennayvanle
graph of charges against the sheriff St. Louis & San Francisco, sec4 3
ond preferred
hi,, I the two qounty commissioner
76 "N
comprising failure to enforce the Sun- Southern Pacific
94
day law, embezzlement of public prop- I'nlon Pacific
40 '',
erty, failure to have prisoners work United States Steel
105
do pit ferrad
on public roads. It being charged thil
91
Union
the sheriff has In en accustomed to Western
Halted Slates Bonds
employ a prisoner in the county Jail Refunding
registe
io4s;
la
red
to look after his horses, another io
1 04-- i
do coupon
land his chickens and a third to act a ,1s registered
10a i
coachman for his family.
104
do coupon
Ii is charged that the
sheriff cut iid is regíate red and coupon.. 108
down twelve trees in the court houst Xew Is registered and coupon.. 129
yard and conve rted them Into Rjfrwood
Money on call firm, at
per
!
cent; prime mercantile paper, at 5
for his own use.
per
cut; silver, 65.
The most leriOUs charge, how, v r. I
Is found in a number ,,f bills for supThe Metala,
plies for the Jail. In which conspiracy
York, Aug. 9. Copper was
Xew
is charged between the sheriff and the
I wo
in, tubers of the board of county tasiel in the London market, closing
spot and i2 10s for fuJi
commissioner
alleged that the at X3 for
reLocally no change was
fiherllT ha I, .night
and the count tures.
lake being quoted at $lh.62'-- j
cm, illusion has allowed to be paid fo. ported,
',i Is. Té:
electrolytic at
SI K.37 Vs6
:
anieles for which the county had no
casting, at $ H.00 tq 1S.25. Lend
MSe, and that exhorbitalit pries Were was unchanged
at 15.75 In
local
paid for said articles. These articles, market, but advanced 2s Id tothe 16 It!.,
,
Include undershirts, shois. overall-3d In the London
Spelter
market.
apt ks, handkerchiefs, etc. It Is chars-- ! was (Un hanged at t;6 15s in London
l Ih'H ibes.hills were not sworn to and at M.VO?I.10
locally.
Silver
nor Approved and that they were si-- 1 65c. Mexican dollars, 50c.
lowed by the commissioners with the
Chicago Hoard Of Trade,
knowledge that they were not In legal
Chicago, Aug. V. Improves) weathfni o,
The Mils are alia, lied to the charges er conditions and fear that the government report to be made tomorrow
as exhibit..
would show a big yield caused weakiiihei- charge consist of allegations ness
today in the local wheat market.
barging for fees on the part of September
' 'IV'
Wheat opened at 73Vc to
the heriiT and of creating precincts 73c, sold oh
to 72'n'ii '
and .closed
nun, s amy urni for political purpos at ,2V . September
corn onenud at
,,,
"n ine pari oi itic county comrnis- 4911,
Oil lo 4Se aid
'"iners.
closed
Hepttonber oul m
at 4914c.
or
ino
ine most curious or tiii opened at 3lc, Hold off to 30T nnd
charges filed by Mr. Baca again t closed at 2 I fd c.
Sheriff Rara Is the following:
Kane la it Lire skh-u- .
hi, 1.0,1 Down the Chimneys,
Kansas City. Aug. U. Cattle
"The sheriff, Leandro Baca, on or
i
4,000; market, strong to 10c
about the 28th day of July, got on top
Native steers. ft.OOii 6.
of the court house roof and pushed higher.
steers. J2. 75' 4.50; southern
down a number of brick chimneys an southern
cows,
IZ.0tlQI.li; native cows and
broke the eaves of the roof and dam12.00 :. 15; Mockers and
aged the aald court house several hun- "jhelfers.
"
feeders. $2.46li 4.50; bulla. $2.10
dred dollars."
3.50; (alves, 2.50'(4 5.50; western fed
It Is charged that the sheriff feeds Htem. t2.5Oi,.00; western
fed cows.
n
wh-a
day
2 oo',i 4
ine prisoners out twice
to
requires
him
feed
them
the law
sheep receipts, 3 000
market,
three times a day. There are other steady. Muttons, $4.4Óíi 5
lambs,
marges along similar lines.
range
001
7.30;
in.
ucthers, It. 506
fe,J
6.00,
Being
ewes,
I
00
lim'stlgntnl.
$4.
Accounts
5.30..
Although the charges filed by Mr.
cago
county
against
ON
Uve
sherthe
Socorro
Iiaca
stock.
Chicago, Aug. 9. Cattle receipts.
iff were not made public by him until
yesterday, they were filed before th-- ; 6.001); market, strong, noevew. 13.75
cows and heifers, $ .1 5ii 5.25;
governor some days ago, and It l '1 ,;
$2.50 41' 4.25;
known that for several days Traveling sliK kets and feeders.
Auditor Churles V. Safford has been Texans. $3.00f4.75; westerns, $3.60f
calves. $4.7541 6.50.
in Socorro examining the books and 5.25.
15.000;
Sheep receipts,
market,
aocounts of the sheriff's office and the steady.
Sheep, $3.25 'u 5.40; lambs,
records of the county comrnlsslpper." $4.754 7.7D.
io dale has as yet been set for a hear
ing, on the charges ami It is not ex- St. LtttiH Wool.
scted lhat a date will br set until af
St
Louis.
Wool market.
Is
completed.
Investigation
si, inly; am hanged.
ter the
i
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tele-phon- o

Type-writoriu-

100 Doz.

Neckties

FLEISCHER

A

L

FOR SALE.
black milch gnat; suitable
reward. Apply Fair Play store. 1222 12,700
brick; bath,
cellar, electric llchts namaitt T.f.iL-X. Fourth st.
on highlands, close In.
$2,S50
brick; balh. electric
lights, barn, shade trees; W. TIJerus,
LOST

Bought by Simon Stern in New York last week, and
conceded by him to be the rarest bargain in Ties
he has ever bought. The lot includes values as
high as $1.00. All the fashions are new and
the styles the very latest.

A

EUHEKA PAINT

$

FOU ROOKS
Is Impervious to heat and cold; it wIM
not run, crack, or blister; It will harden
under water, after once set. A rain
coming on fresh paint will not wash it,

There is

No Acid In It

Sold by the gallon, or contracts will be
Address
taken for painting roofs.

These

Four-in-ha-

Ties on sale now at

nd

BORRADAILE & CO.
117

35c

3 for $1.00

Albuquerque, N. II.

Gold Ave.

RAMSAY'S
Typewrhorunv

Bow Ties and String Ties worth 25c each

2

for

25

ARcay In Stock New and
II. mil MafMnea for Sale

or Exchange.

Cents

Second

Rent

UNDERWOOD

Stern.
Simon
The Railroad Avenue

Clothier

M A

A

('

TYPEWRITERS

COMPLETE

I

R E

PAIRED

STOCK

WRITER ItlRBONS

OF TYPEAND

SUPPLIER.

GEO.
101 W.

1

E

11 I N

new brick cottage;
Eighth st.; adobe outbuildings'
2,100
modern brick cottage;
balh, electric lights; good location.
2,100
brick cottage; bath,
electric lights; X. Second st.; $850
cash, balance on time at 8 per cent.
$1,850
brick cottage, good
lights, lot 60x142, In Highlands.
$2,100
brick cottage, well
built, N. Eighth street.
$4.000 Two good houses, 5 lots,
shade trees, room for two more
houses: close In: N. KlrtH tr....i
$2,250
modern adobe, well
built, nicely nnlshed. large grounds.
Good outbuildings, trees and shrubbery. Fouth ward.
$2,200
frame dwelling, on
corner close in, lot 76x142, fina
shade trees.
A fine piece of business property
for
sale.
Some good ranches fer sale close te
cuy.
$2,600
brick cottage, bath,
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 60x
142; N, Second street.
$1,300
frame, new, barn,
shade trees, city water, high loca- $2,000

etc.; 8. Arno

$1,000

AGENTS FOR

VISIBLE

close in.
2,000
X.

To Rust Tin

.

1

If

,

Oar Display and Sale....

th.-othe-r

1

six-roo- m

--

-

IK..-.0-

Dy-ge- rt

i

II

I

ss

S. RAMSAY, Mgr.

ItaUauad Averna, Albuquerque

frame cottage,

street

bath.

frume cottage, bath,
electric lights, close In, easy terms.
$6,6004 double houses, close in. in- come $80 per month; a good Investment. Half cash, balance on time at
8 per cent.
$2,600
frame, bath,
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot electru
76x142,
Fourth ward.
$1,800
frame, near shops.
$2,700
frame dwelling with
modern conveniences; well built B.
Arno at
Money to Loan on Good Real Estate

at

hm Rate

of

Intern.

A Money Saving Event.

On Thursday, August 9th, the Golden Rule Dry Goods Co., will start
their famous Cash Clearance Sale,
you know what these sales mean. A
great money saving event for you.
Don't fall to come. See our
e
ad In this paper, for bargains.
two-pag-

Frfctoy,

Aicwt

'l.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

MM.

SANTA FE LANDS THE

$25 tO $150 Cadi

50x142 feet

Will Bid

MEETING

Only $5.00 down

Promptly on
FAIR TIME TOO BREEZY FOR
NERVES OF UNTERRIFIED

VAC.K

BEAUTIFUL RESIDENCE LOTS

The Dull Season

DEMOCRATIC

MORNING JOURNAL.

DRY!

HIGH!

With

feet

the End of

Summer Real
Estate in

NO INTEREST

$5.00 a month

LEVEL!

50x142

ÍITR

University

COOL!

Heights will Boom

September First

University Heights Improvement Company

Central Committee Declares
for Joint Statehood by Vote
of 24 to 6
Meeting An

119

South Second Street

Enthusiastic One,

UNIVERSITY

It was the turn of the Ancient city
in the cycle of democratic events in
New
Mexico, when the democratic
central committee met in Santa Fe
yesterday afternoon and the committee voted almost unanimously to hold
the convention in Santa Ke on the
12th of September. The Albuqui irque
delegation worked and voted to bring

OOUNTY COURT

MEN

MODUI SNAKE DANCE SLIGHT SHOCKS ARE

shoot-the-chut-

BACK FOR THE

HOUSE TO BE

TEARS WORK

CLEANED UP

A

CROWD

Everything in Readiness for Wall Paper, Paint and Varnish, More Attention Given to Indian
Opening of the Institution
Ceremonial This Year Than
a Little PlasterandTIn RoofAugust 20,
Buildings Are
ing to Be Used in Long NeedSince Scientists Discovered
Nearing Completion,
ed Repair of County Building
the Aborigines,

Superfluity.

you get an automobile'.'"
"My dear sir." was the answer, "I
d' n'l need It. I have a dog, three lit
insurance policies and a boll. 1 havr

"

trouble enough."

Members of the University faculty
who have been away for vacations or

for the summer months, are returning
to Albuquerque and the entire faculty will be here by the end of the
week ready for the year's work which
begins Monday, August 2C.
Professor John Wsiltslrl, who has
been spending a year's leave of absence in post graduate work in the
University of Wisconsin, returned to
the city last night accompanied by
Mrs. Welnzirl. With him also came
Professor J. N. Cad by, one of the new
members at the faculty,
Mr. Cadby, who takes the chair of
although .'!
electrical engineering,
young man has had considerable exper-- I
IsnOS not only In teaching but In the
practical side of his .specialty. He Is a
graduate of the University of Wisconsin and was a classmate of Professei
Angelí, of the University faculty. For
the past two years he has been connected in responsible positions wit'i
the Milwaukee Klectric Light an J
Power company, having been for part
of that time their head draughtsman
and for the past year the superintendent of their electrical testing department. He comes to the University of
New Mexico with the very highest recommendations and Is considered a
valuable addition to the faculty.
New Buildings Nearly Ready.
Work is progressing rapidly on the
new buildings and they will be ready
for use in the very near future. The
new dormitories are going to add Immensely to the appearance of the
campus and will give the first adequate idea of the mission plan upon
which it is proposed to reform all the
buildings on the hill. Furniture for
these dormitories is now arriving and
IO, W. Strong's Sons, who have the
contract, say that all of it will lie
here when the buildings are ready,
A
considerable portion of the furniture, particularly
that In mission
style designed by President Tight, is
being manufactured in Albuquerque.
This mission furniture is built to
withstand the most violent attack of
the effervescent student nnd will even
bear being thrown from second story
windows, although this form of test
will not he encouraged.
When the new dormitories are
the University will be far and
away the best equipped educational
institution in the two territories.
Outlook for Year Is Good.
The outlook for the coming year in
the University Is very hopeful. The
enrollment will he materially Increased from the beginning and the grade
of work demanded hi' the students
will be very much higher on the average than ever before. It Is predict
ed that the enrollment of the Unlve-Slt- y
will be doubled by the end of
the present year.
Professor M. F. Angelí has moved
Into his new residence next to that
of Professor C. E. Hodgln, Just south
of the campus.

When the pending campaign of
scrubbing, painting, papering, anil re
pairing is carried out If will be hard
for (he average Cttlsen of Bernalillo
county to recognize the dingy building
in old Albuquerque known
as the
county court home.
Really a handsome anil expensive
building the county court house has
been allowed to drift along for years
of wasteful county administration, untouched by paint or varnish and set
dom by a scrubbing brush. The money was needed for politics and the
court house had to wait. In fact Inward the end of the late lamented regime the whole county government
had to wall and the court house was
not the only part of the system going
to rack and ruin. Recognising the urgent need of repairs, the present county board has nut been able to llnd til"
money up to the present time. County Clerk Walker has. however, just let
contracts for the papering of several of
the offices for the painting of woodwork all over the building, and th
cleaning and varnishing of the stairs
and halls and also the court room. In
addition to this the roof is to be repaired, the broken glass and wrecked
roof of tin' tower will be replaced and
when the work is done the county will
have a very presentable public build-In-

?,

Undershertfl Fred Heyn had a number of prisoners out yesterday cleaning
out the tower, which When the glass
and roof have been restored, will be
closed to prevent the Ingress of the
countless bats, owls, pigeons and other birds of prey which have nested
there for the past decade.
CLEANLY

WOMAN.

Erroneously Thinks by Scouring Her
Scalp Thai She Cures Dandruff.
Cleanly woman has an erroneous
Idea that by scouring the scalp, which
removes the dandruff scales, she Is
curing the dandruff. She may wash
her scalp every day, and yet have dandruff her life long, accompanied b)
falling hair, too. The only way in Ho
world to cure dandruff Is to kill the
dandruff germ, and there is 110 half
preparation thai will do that but Newpro's Herplclde,
Herplclde by killing
the dandruff germ, leaves the hair
grow
to
as healthy Nature Infree
tended. Destroy the cause you remove
the effect, Kill the dandruff germ
with Herplclde. Sold by leading druggists. Send 10c. In stamps for sample
to The Herplclde Co., Detroit, Mich, it
II. lirlggs & Co., special agents.

j

Attend the Cash Clearance Sale at
the Colden Rule Dry Coods Co.
Thursday, August 9th and see the
best bargains ever offered, and look
at the brightest and biggest store In
Albuquerque, 75 feet wide and 142
feet long. The store for bargains.

hfai,tm resort.

Purely Pessimistic.
IDEAIj
EAT JAFFA'S KRACK (REAM
Some men midst glories are installed
To rent for a term of years, the BREAD.
And some with scorn we view
new and beautiful residence property,
BIDS FOR PRIVILEGES.
This Is because some bluffs are called, containing about twenty rooms, In the
Sealed bids will be received bv the
Onest location In the valley, about one
While other bluffs go through.
manager of the territorial fair at his
mile from the city limits on the Lock-maranch. Attractive grounds and oince, itonm 11, Grant block, up to
DON'T GRtWBIJS
Also ten additional and including August 15 for all conwhen your joints ache and you suf- surroundings.
fer from Rheumatism. Buy a bottle rooms In contiguous cottages If desir- cessions and privileges, both at the
Ample stables and outbuildings. fair grounds and the new town. This
of Ballard's Snow Ianament and get ed.
Apply on premises or address Mrs Includes the bar privilege at the fair
instant relief. A positive cure for Henry
Lockhart. Albuquerque, N. M. tf grounds.
P. F. M'CANXA,
Rheumatism, Burns, Cuts, Contracted
Manager.
Muscles, Sore Chest, etc., Mr. I. T.
very
The
nest
City
of
Kansas
beef
Bogy, a prominent merchant at Wil- and
at
mutton
Emll
112
Klclmvort's.
GOOD
COLD
FEE'S
ROOT
BEER
low Point, Texas, says that he finds North Third street.
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
Ballard's Snow Unament the best
all around IJnament he ever used.
Sold by J. H. O'ltlelly Co.
rt

,

Lyllian Leighton
Stock Company

t

OLD FASHIONED BARBECUE
IX) RAISE CHURCH DEBT

ala rtn.
"The cause of the disturbances has
not yet been given to the popular satisfaction, The scientists have told us
about the land slips and all that sort
of thing, but there are no land slips
apparent on the surface anywhere

For prices on house wiring and
general repair work.
Auto.
S. Second St.
Phone 887. 216

J. D. Kakln. Pres.
Chas. Mellnl, Sec
G. Gloml, V. P.
O. Bachechl, Treas

1

Successors to Mellnl & Kakin inJ
Bachechl & Gloml
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
We handle everything in our line.
Write for Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List, issued to dealers only.
BOTH PHONES

THE

WM.

FARR

COMPANY

Wholesale and Retail

Toti & Gradi
aiS-t5-2-

Patronize the Old Reliable

KRACK

EAT JAFFA'S
BREAD.

CREA:

Ice

Company

The Crystal

we manufacture

Mistakes Are Costly.

not
only prevents many mistakes, but
saves time and worry. We know, Mr.
Retail Merchant, you would be Interested if you understood
the system.
Let us explain It to you. Auto 'phone

Our

Statement Ledger System

ICE

128.

H. S. Llthgow & Co.,
Journal Building.
Bookbinders.

E

FRENCH BAKERY

Good Old Summer Time
Is the best season In which to change
your system of keeping accounts In
hound books to the use of loose leaf
methods. You know the advantages.
We make all sizes and styles. Let's
talk It over.
II. S. Llthgow A Co..
Bookbinders.
Journal Building.

The Electrician

near Socorro and the popular ImpresDealer in Fresh and Salt Meats
sion is that there Is something going
Sausage a Specialty.
on inside the earth's crust which is
causing the disturbance."
For Cattle and Hogs the Biggest Mardo you follow met'
" So jar I have followed you,, reket Trice is Paid.
FISH.
CAT FISH. sponded hissayhonor, 'but I'll be frank
SMALL
CHANNEL
to
that if I could find in;,
LARGE SALMON STEAKS, BARRA- enough
wny back I'd gladly quit right here." '
CUDA, SKA BASS, ETC. NOTHIN :
WARM
THE
BETTER DURING
Dealers In
"The Store That Does Things."
WEATHER, ORDER OVER HITHEK
PROVISIONS. BAT.
begins GROCERIES.
Cash Clearance
Sale
Our
'PHONE.
GRAIN AND FUEL.
you want
August
9th.
Thursday.
If
SAX .tosf. MARKET.
Line of Imported Wines. Uuuon
genuine bargains in silks, dress goods, Fineand
Clears. Place Your Orders
come to
For lids Line With Us.
Alcssandro Matteucci, of Old Albu- linens, wash goods, etc., why
querque, has the agency of "The Na- - this sale. You will not be disappointNORTH THIRD STREET
tlonal Railroad and steamship Ticket ed at the Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
office, " and can sell tickets to all pnr'
of the world at reduced rates, bul
more especially to any place In Italy,
and also will net as a transferer of
money from here to Italy.
For furcall on Mr. Mat
ther informations
tf
teucci at Old Albuquerque.

STAGE TO .TEMEZ SPRINGS.
People of Mount Olive Baptist Ctlurch
Is prepared to
The undersigned
Preparing for Big Time Tonight.
make trips to and from the celebrated
In order to raise funds to meet the JE.MEZ
HOT SPRINGS. Any infordebt on their church the people of mation desired
can be secured from
the Mount Olive Bnntlst chureh will George
H. Moore, No. 113 West Railgive an
barbecue to
night In the vacant store room on road avenue.
AMES T. JOHNSTON.
Cold avenue formerly occupied by
the Monarch Grocery company.
HOME-MADCANDY AT
FEE'S
The affair will be the real thing In
the barbecue lino Hnd will last from WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
11 o'clock
this morning until 12
If you need a cnrjx'nter telephone
For the occasion
o'clock tonight.
three hundred pounds of barbecued Hcsselden. Auto Phone 586.
meat has been preparad, the entire nighw
having been occupied In this commendable occupation by the promoters of
the entertainment.
In addition to the
meat there will he all sorts of other
dainties.
Chicken, beef, pork and
mutton are the meats to he served STEVENS & B0WYER, PROPS
with chicken at the head of the list.
For prompt and courteous treatment
and the very choicest of meats you will
make no mistake by culling on Emll
Klclmvort, 112 North Third street, or
telephoning your order In.

'BA'RTLETT

213 West Railroad Ave.

Why not
on

We have the

live

NOTHING BUT

BOTH PHONES

-

M. BERGER
Wholesale Flour and Fred
D E A L E It

Empress, "Moses Best," "Gold Seal,"
"Blanco," "North Star" and "Mountain Rose" Flour at wholesale.
Kansas and Native Hay, Alfalfa,
Oats, Barley, Corn, Corn Chop, Wheat,
White and Red Bran.
Rex Stock and Poultry Food.
Manhattan Stock and Poultry Food.
Crushed Oyster Shells, Chicken
Bone, Beef Scraps, Native Salt and
other Stock and Poultry Food.
Auto. Phone 626.

114

W.

Copper Ave

best

BUTTERNUT

CAKE

BREAD

in

BAKER

the city

TELEPHONE YOUR ORDERS

J. H. O'RIELLY COMPANY
Leading DruggiJis

Both Phones.

Mall Orders Filled Samo Day Received.

Albuquerque

and placing on display the

most complete line of Men's Clothes, Suits,
Underwear, Shirts nd Furnishings ever
shown in Albuquerque

FRENCH

COMEDY
DRAMA

Stein Block Go's famous Suits
Kuppenheimer's Business Suits

"CORALIE"
Copyright 1908, by The
of Kuooinholmar

"A MOTHER'S SIN"
119

Awarded the Winner

peo-

transfer the scientists and sightseers
across to the Hopl villages where the
dance will occur at a time never definitely Axed by the Indians, but probably toward the end of September, A
number of famous artists are going to
the snake dance this year. Several
well known students of American Indian life are going. People are coming
from the far west and the far east and
one party from Mexico has asked foi
accommodations. The accommodatloni
are about as primitive as the snake
dance. The best that can be offered is
a tent and one must lie content
with canned things and things in bottles. But when the fascination of tlu
the
desert and the Hop! surrounds
sightseer he usually forgets his bath
and his napkin and becomes as nearly
as aborigine as he can. If the skin
burns off his neck and arms he heais
it with a fitting stoicism and he nevei
grumbles when the grub gets gritty.
There are a number of intluences
serving to draw unusual attention te
the snake dance this year. Chief of
course Is the Immense amount of at.-to the ceremony by
en ion given
newspapers and magazines during the
past twelve months. Never before
have the Hopl allracted so much if
the time and attention Of writers. This
In turn is being caused by the advertising given the Hopl villages by the
Santa Ke and the presence of the Hop!
hOUSS at the C.rand Canyon.
The Hopl
once bitterly resenting the appearance
of the white man at their sacred
dances, have learned the value of thl
big round dollar and there Is no longer the effort mi the part of the Indians to conceal the date of the dance
or its scene.

We are receiving

TONIGHT!

Amateur Contest Held Every
Friday Night, and Cash Prizes

From present indications more

ple will witness the famous Moqul
snake dance this fall than ever before
since the attention of American scientists was first culled to this Interesting ceremonial. Arrangements are already being made at points along th"
Santa Fe nearest the painted desert to

John F. Fullerton. of Socorro, was In
the city yesterday on business, returning to his home last night. Captain
Fullerton brings the usual report from
Socorro of a steady continuance of th"
slight earthquake shocks which have
occurred frequently and at Irregular
intervals for several weeks.
"There was a slight tremor Sunday
evening and another Monday,
"said
Captain Fullerton, both of them very
slight and neither doing the slightest
damage. Indeed none of the shock-- ,
have done serious damage beyond the
feeling of uneasiness created. This
feeling of uneasiness Is rapidly disappearing and while the people notice
the shakes they seldom allow them to
disturb their sleep, and cause no

From Harper's Weekly.
A senator of the United States from
the west, who first came into prominence as a lawyer In California, tells 4
story of the days when he was struggling for recognition at the bar.
"My first case," he says, "was one In
volvlng a complicated question of Inheritance and It was tried before
noted Jurist In California.
"Notwithstanding the complex questions of law Involved, I determined to
gel at the bottom of things if it took .'
year to do so. I consulted every authority I could get my hands on, and
as a result of my Industry, turned out
a brief that seemed to me an unanswerable one. It certainly was a com
prehenslve one a point which gave
me considerable uneasiness, for I fear
ed It might prove too abstruse for the
court.
"When my turn came I rose and
boldly plunged into my argument
which covered 200 or 300 printed
pages. To my delight, the judge seem
ed really Interested nt first.
But m.T
joy was short lived. In a while I wat
conscious that the attention of the
court was not SO Intense. An hour ir
two later I Observed signs of positive
Inattention, and this, too, In the midst
of the most Intricate part of my (ilea.
Just as I had expected! The court was
unable to perceive the line point! of
my argument.
"At this juncture I hesitated and
said: 'I beg pardon, your honor, but

FALL CLOTHING for MEN

Icamater

OR

I

Young Attorney Did Not
Make Himself Clear.

SIL

WILE ATTRACT

one-legg-

A

SEE,

struggling

the convention here, and they had
with them one or two of the committeemen from southern New Mexico.
But It was Santa Fe's turn and there
was nothing doing for Albuquerque.
Besides, argued the leaders of the
Albuquerque with
fair in
progresa was no place for the staid
representatives of the party of Jefferson. Suppose the delegates should
get mixed up with a
suppose that even their nerves should
be shattered by the wild descent of
Reckless Russell, the
dare-devi- l;
manifestly it wouldn't do
at all to turn so many democrats
loose In Albuquerque during the territorial fair. So the matter was settled in favor of Santa Fe.
Committee Declare for Statehood,
The committee declared flatly and
without equivocation for the accept
ance of the Hamilton joint statehood
net. There was opposition, but the
statehood resolution was adopted by a
vole of 24 to 6. Summers Burkhart,
of AHiuquerque, and N. 1!. Uiughlln.
of Santa Fe, opposed the adoption of
the resolution upon the ground that
the committee had no power to declare for the party. The committee,
however, took the view that the declaration was from the committee and
that the committee was thoroughly
representative of the party and the
resolution went through with a rush.
The resolution follows:
Wherea, The democratic party of
the territory of New Mexico In convention assembled in the two conventions of 1H04 held respectively at
Silver City in the month of April,
1904, and the other at Las Vegas
In
August,
the month of
11104. unequivocally declared in favor
of the passage of the then pending
statehood bl!t in congress, declaring
in favor of joint statehood for the
territories of New Mexico and Arizona; and
Whereas, The sentiment of the
democratic party of the territory of
New Mexico has ever been in favor of
statehood; and
Whereas, In the opinion of the
democratic territorial central committee, the bill passed at the last session
of congress known as the Hamilton
enabling act should be accepted as being one of the most liberal enactments
under which any state was admitted
to the union, and it being practically
(lie bill which the said democratic
convention declared In favor of and
a iproved.
Therefore. Be it resolved, that the
democratic territorial central committee of New Mexico representing
the
democratic party hereby pledge out
mosl earnest support towards ratifying the said enabling act passed by
congress. We believe
the Fifty-nint- h
by accepting statehood as offered at
this lime will best serve the Interests
of (he people as a whole.
In addition to setting the time and
pi ice for the convention and the passage of the statehood resolution little
else was done by the committee. The
attendance was good, thirty members
of tiie committee being present in
person or by proxy anil the meeting
w is in the main entirely harmonious.
Judging from the expressions heard
In the committee meeting it will lie a
little difficult to forecast who will lie
the candidate of the party for delgate
In congress.

'Why ilnn'l

HAD THE COURT GUESSING.

WEST GOLD
AVENUE

-

-

--

-

-

$18.00 to $30.00
$15.00 to $25.00

....Call and See the New Goods...,

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

Copyright 1906, by Th.
Houw of Kuppnhlmw

122 S,
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KIPLING'S LATEST POEM.

DUNBAR'S

Kipling's latent poem In,
hU-thi' denoumex the Kngllsh gov-- 1
"rnmcnt for proponing to enf r.inrhixe t
the Boers In South Africa, In a fol- -

Rudyan

Published by the
J
UN A I. PIBLISHINO
D. A. MACPHE RfiON, Presiasnt.
W. 8. BURKE. Editor.
H. B. HKN1NO, City Editor.
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mutter at tbe postofflco at Albuquerque, N.
Rntered as second-clas- s
act at Mfrw mt March a. 117.

M.

dr

journal is tiik lkadíno republican" paper
the morning
Mexico, stppoktixu the prixciples of the
of newpaitty
all the time and the methods ok the repl
pah tv when ukv aue bight.

heptjb-i.ica- n

i

Larger circulation tlmn any oilier pap. r In New Mexico. The only paper
ta Naw Me i leo hwued every day ka the year.
"
TÍb Morning Journal lnu it hinder elreulutlon rating than la accordi-i- l
to any other paper In Albuquerque or any oilier dally In New Mexico." The
tli an Newspaper Directory.
"
TEH MS OF St BM'UIITION.
$5.00
Dally, by mall, one year In advan. e
Dally, by carrier, one month
50
Dally, by mall, one month
MEXICO
NEW
ALHI'MDBHBUB

an

1

"

l UIDAY MORNING.

ft

AIOIKT

All Wool and a yard Wide

tmtf HEN the sheep and wool convention shall be Called to order in th
17, lliere will li"
Klks' opera house, mi lha riorning Of Rg4mtb
l
is
it
"all wool," and
no one rash enough to Question the tai thai
mjg
In the matter not only of width, hut or all other dimensions, fur
above the standard. Everything goes to prove that It Is going to he the biggest, best and most representative meeting In furtherance of our leading
Industry, that ever was held in New Hexlco, and the people all over the territory are evincing a recognition of that fact. The Santa Fe New Mexican,
of Wednesday afternoon, has the following editorial on the subject:
' The sheep
and wool growers' convention to be held In Albuquerque
inclusive, is attractduring the week of the territorial fair, September

I

17-2- 2,

great deal Of attention throughout the territory, particularly among
and wool growers. This Is New Mexico's great industry anil when
the
It Is kimpn that the sheep sanitary board has a list of 2. 00 men In the sheep
and wool business in New Mexico, It is no wonder that It Is arousing considerable interest.
'The Elks' opera house at Albuquerque has been secured for the entire
week so that the delegates will be assured of a good convenient hall. The
leasing and control of the public domain will be the principal subject to
receive attention at this convention so that the matter can be placed Intelligently before congress at Its short session.
"The New Mexican believes in view of trie above that every man engaged
in the Industry or connected with It as I dealer In wool, should attend the
In union there is
convention and become a member of the association.
stiength and Influence. Sheep raising and wool growing in the Sunshine ef
rltory ase so Important and so profitable that everything possible should be
done, not only by those directly Interested, but by the people and the legislature, to accord them the fullest protection and security. A well directed
thoroughly organized and numerous association will be found a great factor
in bringing about this result."
fli

THE New Mexican seems disposed to boast beci'use there was not a day
nurlng the month of July when the sun was not visible at Santa Fe during
aome of the llm. vOf course, that Is something to brag about, In an ordinary rítmate, but the memory of man runneth not to the time when the peo
whole
for
ple of Albuquerque were denied the pleasure of seeing the
dav.
T1F. New York democrats have solve 1he problem of campaign fund
they lire going to run Hearst, and he pays his own bills. That's one good
the
always pays
thing about Hearst, from a democratic standpoint--- he
freight.
1

THF signs of the times all point very clearly to th fact that the coming
tertitorlal fair will be the biggest and best exhibition of the kind New Mexico
ever hud.
A W'oM.W

the

i

.n.u

Vi Iduy,

delegate stampeded the republican convention In Idaho. And
rat thinks It must have been that her hat wasn't on straight

And SHU Ghere Is

'Room

éé

THE generous and even prodigal mnner In which the federal government has been disposing of Us public domain, especially during the
lust fifty years, many persons have been lead to believe that the day
was not far In the future when I'ucle Sam would no longer be "abi
to give us all n farm." but a few figures from the general land office may
erve to allay your fears on this spore, since they call attention to the fact
that enough of our public domain still remains to meet the demands of M)
liiireaslng population for years to come, leaving Alaska out of account with
govIta total domain of 2GS.035.7.' acres, the land still In possession of the
183,717,ongress
set
aside
ernment amounts to 33.20S.369 acres. Last year
normous
tin
leaving
objects,
arei
208 acres for forest reservations and other
d
of the land are: of the Halted
of 449,491. 1R82 aerea or nearly
tutes.
Much of this is desert land, but I large portion of It Is susceptible of culas
way
or
In
one
another
provided
be
will
llvullnn under irrigation, which
fast as there Is need of it to supply the agricultural wants of the people. In
addition to what belong" to the federal government. Home if the stutes own
of
f
hr (facts nt for farming and grazing, and It Mttaattd thatownership.
-ipal
muiili
national,
mil
stall
the entire country is till under

BY

c

one-thir-

I

one-hal-

and dettoeratta territorial
aetlM which will leave no
held In Phoenix Saturday resulted
eommltt.
fuither doubl :r to the result of the stataAMd vole in Arizona this full.
tímiie' Review.
you are off wrong. The result of those meetings was Jus'
That's win-rpub-li- e
tlie revere of Ifeat. The Revjew, and other Arizona papers, had led the
throughout
the
overwhelming
so
mitl-stal- e
feeling
w:is
to belief that Ihe
votes,
when
but
per
cent
the
Ave
of
not
receive
would
ilehood
rt
tarrltnry lhal
per cent of the members of the republican central committee
MrsnlV-nln- e
endorsing Joint statehood, p grent big temen! of doubl
a
resolution
for
fated
Anll-s- t
il' liood Is supposed to lie the popul i.'
wn thrown lulo Ihe situation.
to set their sails to catch the popfimbyjln Arlaona. und politicians
twenty-nin- e
per cent of a political commit-te- e
you
find
when
breeze,
henre
ular
very naturally concludes tht
public
voting openly for statehood, the
to the
..
cause, when It comes
least,
at
for
the
nhnnro
iln if i
kn
. .
any
of
doubt
few
people
hud
Very
ballot.
secret
the
Íaln people nnd
renlly does sesm to be
rSsuit i rcvloin to those committee meetings, but there
It
now.
om for oohte dotlbt about
THF, renuii of the

nvettnjf

REAL ESTATE

The shame of a MaJubA Hill
Lies heavy on our line,

TELrrPUONE flt,
shame completer still. MONEYNEW
TO LOAN ON OOOU REAL
And Kngland makes no Mgn.
ESTATE SECURITY AT LOW
I'hchallenged In the market place
KATES OF INTEREST.
Of Freedom's chosen land.
TOR RENT
Our rulers pass our rule and race
4 room and bath, moib i
Coal ave.,
Into the stranger's hand.
I2S.M.
the 7 -- room brick, modern. North Second
At a great price you loosed
Rt. and Boma ave. lü.'.no.
yoke
i
house, modern, Lead avenue,
'Ne.itii which our brethren lay,
(Your de id that perished ere 'twas!
$20.00.
broke
house, modern. Coal avenu
Are scarcely dust toilay).
135.00.
ThinK you ye freed them at that
house, modern, B. Arno street
price?
J2r,.00.
Wake, or your toil is vain;
-- rao ra house,
!
Lead avenue. $12.00.
Our rulers Juggllngly devise
2.roorri house, Broadway, $6.00,
To sell them back again.
6.ro(,m house, Lead avenue, $15.00.
house North Fifth St., mod- Back to the ancient bitterness
ern jo(l u0
Ye ended once for all
$30.00.
firom nnlIsr Xortn Fif!!l st.,
V 5
V.
house South Third St.. $20.00
.
.....
u
. ii,, it.
1111,11
n.s
mum
inn
to the slouch of their delinkspond;
FOR SALE
modern.
house in Highland
Heliota anew held fast
fine corner. J;800.
F.y England's "seal upon the bond"
house In a gooi locution.
As heliots to the last.
$2.250.
What Is their Pin (hat they are Four houses on South Broadway,
modern; will sell sinely or all, at a
made
bargain.
Rebellion's lawful prey?
This is their sin- - that, nit betrayed, Large and small ranches for sale near
In. Tract of land on the Mesa, fan
They did not oft betrav;
of the cltv.
Thai to their hurt they kept their
vows;
Rome line lots on Tijeras avenue; also
on West Coal avenue.
That for their faith they died;
Cod help thee, children
of our House and 3 lots on North Fourth St.,
14 rooms In a fine location.
house.
i Lots and houses for sale In a'.l parts of
Whom England hath denied.
me citi
Hut we what Cod shall turn
Four acres of land In the city limits,
doom,
with good house and stable, fruit
trees, etc., in a fine location.
What blaming dare we claim,
house on West Coal av.: up
Who slay a nation In the womb
to dat. $5.900.
To crown a trickster's gs
,; "m
Who come before amazed in iiiKinn ;,r;r," V
:',, ,',
Forsworn In partj fetid.
house;
75x1 42 feet: fine
modern:
lot
And search the forms or law to, cement .sidewalks; good stable. Thin
bltid
property will be sold cheap if taken
'
at once.
Our ldood to servitude?
House and lot on South Second St., be- tween Lead and Coal avenues, at
Now, even now. before men learn
bargain.
HOW near we broke our trtUri
1
house, two blocks from
Now. even now. ere we return
with two lots. House well
Dominion to the dust-N- ow,
furnished. This property Is in one
ere the gates of Mercy close
of the best locations in this city,
Forever 'gainst the line
That sells its sons to serve its foes
and is for sale at $5,500.
Will England make no sign?
Brick house and )ot on Wor.t Coal
ave.; 5 rooms,
$2,600.
SOLDIERS' SLANG TERMS. Hrlck housp, 7 rooms, with 3 lobs, on
North Second street,
price, $2,650.
'.law hone' anil
brick house, nearly new, modMcunhiK of
TP a
ern Improvements, at $8.150, on
Hole."
North 4th street.
house, Worth, Fourth street.
Indianapolis Star
with S lots 76 142 fet, near In.
Price, $3,600.
A group of soldiers surrounded tha
the shelter in
plain tablea under
nrSINESR CHANCES.
front of the post exchange established Good ranches
near the city for sale
by the Fourth infantry at ('amp Harat reasonable prices.
rison, and as they talked some ÜI16 Fire Insurance,
Houses for Rent.
Rents Collected. Taxes Paid, and
examples of army slang was sprung.
entire charge taken if i.ronertF for
"Is jawbone good here?" asked a
residents nml
Irumpter.'
I'm up a pole," said another,
. H. DVNBAR
& CO- Is he over
the hill to join Q
Corner Onlrt Avmn nnd Third tro.
company?" asked another.
And thus they wen! on with the
unintelligible language, one of them
consented to explain what was being
talked about.
Jawbone," he said, "means credit,
li originated In the Philippines, when
the women when asked for credit,
sabe, jawbone.'
said:
"Up a ptffe means that you're on
the water wagon."
"YOU bad better put it." Interrupted another; "that means thai you are
not addicted to the use of intoxicants."
Can be prevented by calling
Alter the laugh thai followed the
phyllclan when the first sympInterpreter continued;
"To the woods, to the tall timber,
toms of approaching fHngJS
over the hill, gone to join company
appear, get a diagnosis of, and
), all mean the same as quitters,
prescription
tin so first
for
deserters.
"Judge Huffy is always the name of
symptoms, theii bring the prea summary court."
scription to our store and have
The Interpreter was interrupted
it filled with the highest grade
again with a song:
"I though! I beard Judge Duffy
drugs money and science can
say:
produce, compounded precisely
" 'Ten dollars, ten days,
" 'Take him away."
as the physician Intended it
"Another one." continued Ihe intershould be.
preter. "Is 'I got hit with a natural.'
which means I got a fine of $7. Seven natural, you may not know, is
from the game of dice, and means
seven.
"A trumpeter Is called a windpush-er- .
or
a member of the

nut there

is

l

of the rspablloitf
In

íÁüNATOU I, A FOM.KTTR. In explaining and defending the amendment
offered by him to the railroad rate Mil, says It merely required the aetml
hWstient In railroads to be ascertained J s bnsls for "Jut and reasonable"
'
arrived at of the value of
rates. Be explains that until orne basis
ourts nVi
of the genuine Investment draining uff Ihe "water." the
er
financiers
railroad
the
wh
on
pay
dividend
field (hat the public must
Justice,
of
regardless
at.
decided to capitalise
i

have

A

GOLff)

Comforts
AVE.

iii

BOUSE FURNISHERS.
NEW AM)
SECONDHAND. WE BUT HOUSEHOLD

j

Grocer
Wholesale
VEED. FLOUR AND GRAIN
!tDt

Fresh Lot Just Received,

BLUE

FRONT

117 West Railroad Avenue

All kinds of niM! work a
specially. The fight place
for good work at low price

J.

A.

Auto nhonc

LOVE,
40:i

OCCIDENTAL
Insurance Company

Prop.

40.1 S.

Life

First St.

of Jetv Mexico and Arizona

To Contractors

Home Office:

AUTHORIZED CAPITA

$ 1 ,ooo,0un.0o

I

CASH PAID IN

HOUSE BUILDERS, ETC., ETC

110.0110.00

Presiden!

leshnn 8, ftaynoMs.
sol. I.umt, Albuquerque, N. M. C.
Ainsworth,
Phoenix, Arte.; . J, Paleo, Santa Pe, N. M.
Secretary and General Manager 1. H. O'Klelly,
Treasurer Prank McKee.
Attorney A. B. McMIUen.
Medical Director Dr. ,1. II. Wroth.
Executive Committee M. w. l imn noy, A. B. McMillan, Sol. Luna,
3. H. O'Rlelly, Joshua 8. Raynolds.

Having consolidated the Phoenix
cml Superior Plaining Mills, the
machinery being of the latest designs and best makes, we nre prepared to do ah kinds of MILL
WORK, at a price never before
Atempled in New Mexico.

Vice Presidents

W will lie Rind o give estimates on nny lliing from the mill
work of n home to making a
window screen and will

I

n.

guaran-satisf.iotlo-

Albuqiternite, New Mexico

:

Special Inducements to Good Men to Act as Agents

THE SUPERIOR LUMBER AND

MILL

PLANING

W00TT0N
DEALERS

208

1-

-2

COMPANY "THE

WE HAVE FOR SALE

'Phone, Black 144

Colorado

B. RCpPB
THE PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST

IS

MAKING

MILWAUKEE

JEALOUS"

1

Colorado Phone, Blk 93,

Automatic Phone 292
a

a

Baldridge's is the Place
FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
slock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

40(5

J. 6. BHLORIOGE

SOUTH I'TKST STIlIiFT,

AliBUQUKHQUrc,

NEW MEXICO

Avenue

THQS. F. KELEHER

& Co., Prnprlet rs
First Street and Gold Ave
Both Phones

Tlielr

Unceasing Work Keeps Us
mroiig anil Healthy.
All the blood In the body
passes
through the kidneys once every three
minutes. The kidneys Illtcr the Mftod.
They work night and day.
When
healthy they remove about fiOO grains
of Impure matter
daily,
when unhealthy some part of this Impure matter Is left In the blood. This bring.,
on many diseases and svmntoms pain
In Ihe back,
headache, nervousness,
hot, dry skin, rheumatism, tout, gravel
disorder of the eyesight nnd hearing.'
dizziness,
Irregular heart, debility'
drowsiness, uropsy, deposits in the
urine, etc. But If you keep the filters
right you will have no trouble with
your kidneys.
Nazarlo Alarld, of Cerrillos Road,
Santa Ke, N. M.. says: q was continually buying medicine fur mv kid
neys.
None of the medicine I used'
had the slightest effect on my kidney
01 backache, at least I was unable
to
notice any.
When an attack of
backache reached the virulent atagc, I
was compensa to slop work lor nn
hour until the spasm - disappeared.
. .
nen sintering rrnm an aiiacK
l gm
I,
Kll11(.v
Pn,s
Tho r,,mH(Iy
noon uenpiii en mr in every way anil
removed everv svmiilmn of kldaev
I
recommemll
complaint.
henrtlly
Donn'a Kidney pills."
Plenty more proof like this from
Albuqticrrpic people. Call at any local
pharmacy ami ask what their customers report.
For salf hy all dealers. Price CO
ti
Huffalo,
Co.,
cents.
N. Y.. eole agents
for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
j

Koster-Mllbur-

-

"THF. SPEfTAJi SU: THAT
OOtJjfTS."
the Oasis Is how Chairman Klbbey of the republican te.
L
et
to
rritory central committee ran claim that there l any show whatever
Tlie flolden Hule Dry IíimhIm Co.
only Issue before t
republican to congress In November. When upon the
("ash I'learanee Sale begins Thursday,'
of
In
wake
the
Arlxona
party
of
republican
August Alh. flreat l. hi: hi to be hu ll
,h
sjfcepls he I Win ,u Ar
r
In
Oar- -'
Women's
Oasis.
the democracy. Nogales
e
trtrnta Bead our large
ad
In this paier and see the hargalns ini
uphold
to
today
opportunity
great
Women's Hulls. Skirts and Waists.
THE people of New Mexico hnve the
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Tint Class Turnouts at Hen son

Women's Julietes
These shoes combine comfort
nnd good wear with dainty
are cut
looks.
The uppen
the
soles
from soft black kid.
very
flexiNN bund turned and
ble, the heels low nnd broad.
We have fhem either with plain
toes or patent leather tips.
The rubber Rorlng Is guaranteed to DUtlaSt the shoes.

,,$iM

Wlih leather heels.
Willi rubber heels

.

.

$ 1,7ft

Old Phone

2

Gros8,Kelly&Co
WH0LE8ALE

AliRBQITRRQUV!

I.AB

First National Bank

Communication Made Easy
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Liuls, Chicago,
ami all points North and East by the

El Paso

g

SouthwesierA System

Rock Island System

MERCHANTS
PclU
Wool. lEdea
a Speoialty

small. Wo hare them.

--

able Ratea.

New Phone 322.

Is

J.

AND
STABLES

TRIMBLE

LI VERT,

VEa

The St. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms
Choice Liquors Served. A Good Place
to while BWB" the weary nours.
All tho Pcpular Oames.
Keno every
Monday, Thursday and Saturday
Nights.
JOSEPH BARNKTT,
Prof trie to
120 W Hatlrosrt Am

(

Pilseiver Beer

REAL ESTATE
West Gold Ave

IN

few small ranches, ranging from
three to ten acres each; all under
ditch and under high state of crltl- vntlon.
Also, desirable lots In the different ad-- 1
ditlons to the city.
We hnvc several sinnll cottages, well
in, for sale on reasonable terms.

THAT

The Southwestern Brewery & Ice Company's

& MYER

A

BEER

B. H. Ilrlggs

WHAT TIIP, KIDNEYS DO,

two-pag-

35C

Pints

Both Telephones.

203 West Railroad
The Alvarado Pharmacy

West End of Viaduct

Planing Mill

e

eral.
"An old term for an infantryman Is;
dpiighboy' and for an artilleryman:
porthole,' on account of the mouth
of the big gun."

A

Phone 177.

The Williams Drug 60

Albuquerque

Sickness

hand.
"There are all sorts of slang terms
connected with mess. 'Slum' means
stew, 'Juice'
means not mice, hut
gravy, 'overcoat' Is baked meal pie,
and 'chow' refers to meals in gen-

65c

THE

wind-Jamme- r,

junk-pil-

Quarts

MIMil Waions

for

ALBITQCERQCE N. M.
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Colo.

GrLpe Juice

KatabMshel 1878

1

Much

Auto. Phone 474

Putney !weiu fs

L. B.

Six-roo- m

e,

J. D. EMMONS, Th'iture

GOODS. 211 W. GOLD AVE.
O. NIKISEV, MANAGER.

Corner Coal Avenue and Second Street

i

post-offic-

1

Recti ( hairs, .Rockers .and .Settees
t'auvus Chairs and Settees, Camping
Outfits, Illankets, Comforts. Wagon
Covers, Tents. Camp Stoves nnd CoolC-I tenslls.
In fact, everything 10
make life worth living.
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Shortest. Quickest, therefore the Best. The Only way with two
through trains dally, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleepers, Observa tin n Dining Cars, Chair Oars and Coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

I or Full Particulars see any Ageat or Addrea

GARNETT KING
Genera I Agent

EL PASO, TEXAS

V. R. STILES
Gen. Paas. Agent

1,

FrMay. August

IMS.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

MORNING JOURNAL'

The Sunday School

Lost to Ood; lost to heaven:
trespasses and sins!

The far country is not a matter of
geography. It is expressive of estrangement of alienation from God!

Lesson For
Sunday
Save for my dally rariRp
Among the pleasant Acids of Holy

page

BM.vm.rn.

I

i

The prodigal s theology was bad
though It showed well the strength of
his compunction. It would be Impossible for him to ever be his father's
hired servant. He is son or nothing.

tell the bishop to erect a temple in
her memory on tho hillside and dedicate it to the holy shrine, it l aaid
that he gathered a bunch of flowers
on the hill that never before had
produced vegetation, and when presenting it to the bishop there appealed on the flowers the picture of tho
Virgin Mary. The story was taken to
the pope of Rome, who refused to
countenance it. But a few years later
the finest shrine In the world was
built on tho spot where the Virgin
appeared, and It stands today, a bewildering, amazing monument
of
modern architecture projected hundreds of years ago. It is given up to
be the finest place of worship on the
western hemisphere, and was built by
Indians for Indian worship. The
richest and the poorest are seen here
hourly, kneeling and praying aloud to
the Virgin. At certain times of the
year thousands of Indians come from
distances of a thousand
miles to
worship at this shrine. It must he
90
remembered that
per cent of the
population of Mexico is Indian, but
all speak the Spanish language."

pussy t it on the piaaaa looking very
comfortable.
A few day later, being obliged to
(.o to Dumpling pond, four miles dis-- t
put the puay in the
ml. hi
beaket and took Mr Ufo, letting her
out when he reached there.
UDon
arriving home that evening, great was
nis surprise to see pussy again sitting
on the piazza.
As he was obliged to go to New
York shortly after. C thought
ho
would take the cat where she could
not get back, New Tork being thirty-similes distant. He therefore again
put pussy in the basket and took herí
with him on the train. His basket
caused curiosity among his friends,
and he told several the story of tho
cat's adventures, and it occurred to '
one of them to play a joke on him.
Therefore, when he arrived at New
York and let the cat out of the basket
one of his friends waited until he had
gone, caught pussy again and gave her
to the bagRagemaster with Instructions
to put her off at Stamford, on his
trip.
It therefore happed that when "Uncle Truman" returned that niht pussy was once more sitting on the piazza
to meet him. His astonishment at
this could hardly be described, as e
supposed the eat had traveled the thirty-six
miles within about eight hour
So, after caressing the cat, he said.
"Well, well, pussy, if you care enough
for your home to come back all thai
distance you shall never be sent away
again."

""
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THE GLOBE STORE

"Sinned heaven-hig- h
and in thy
sight." Here the penitant is strictly
orthodox.
The turpitude of sin consists in this, that It Is done against
Third quarter. Lesson VII. Luke Ood. Judah's penitent king knew this
when he cried. "Against Thee, Thee
.,
August 12, 1906.
only, have I sinned!" With this truth
The Parable of the Two Sons.
A son in a noble and wealthy fumlly, Joseph armed himself when he cricf'
How can I commit this sin against
chafing under parental restraint, or my
Ood!"
having exhausted local means of dissipation and sighing for fresh fields of
Solomon
is the example for all time
voluptuous conquest, Inconsiderately
of the unsatisfying nature of sin. He
requests an
division of
every
cup of Joy, heard ev"Drank
the estate.
The indulgent father
ery trump
makes It. Perhapa he has no redeeply
Of fame;
drank early,
course; parental authority is at an
drank; drank draughts
end. The son's heart is callous to the
That common millions might have
The Cut Tlint Hid fíame Back.
appeal of love.: sin hn ItKliirutci him
quenched; then died
(Boston Herald.)
The guileless youth, the father s pride!
was no
Of thirst, because there
Some thirty years ago there lived
Jy. n grown the gruff, defiant
more
to
drink."
rebel to whom the amenities of home
Hear his dying protestations of tho in Stamford, Cons., the Hon. Trut Insufferable.
inadequacy
the sensuous world to man Smith, well advanced In years
In the shortest time possible the satisfy an ofImmortal:
"Vanitly of and highly respecte:.
Among his
Infatuated youth tucked the sparkling vanities, all is vanity!"
pets was a cat which had taken to
gems and the golden barn, his patrikilling young chickens, and the fammony in portable form, easily converJoy in heave tf that is the measure ily was anxious to dispose of it, but
tible Into coin of any country, in the of the sinner's peril. Were sin a did not wish to kill it.
Dockets of a money-bel- t,
On Saturday, August 11th, we will put on sale all
"Unile Truman" was going one day
and, strap- mere episode, a passing incident, a diping it about his person he went lemma, extrication
WANTED.
from which is to Westcott's, about a mile to the
of our Summer Silks at greatly reduced prices.
abroad perhaps without even a cere- easy, there would be nothing in that east of the town. He put the cat in
ExpcHeBe! Salespeople
ls
to set the
a basket and took her along, letting For our Cash Clearance Sale
of the skies
monious farewell.
Apply
Don't fail to visit us on that date.
He wasted
It is because the sinner her out when he reached there. Monday and Tuesday between 9 anil
his
substance.
He
tossed It in the air (as per derivative) stands on the crumbling edge of hell, When he reached home that night 10 o'clock. Golden Rule Dry Goods Co
as the farmer does his wheat when h" on the brink of the lake that burnJapanese silk, in all colon, 'in Inches wide regular price SSc n
will separate it from the chaff. He etii with fire, where their worm dieth
yarrt. Special Price for Saturday ....
and their fire is not quenched; belived dissolutely.
He was Insalvable not
no
A few pieces
or Outing Silks: In clic ks, stripes, polka dots,
(as per derivative) while his infatua- cause he stands where there Is exto pity, no arm to deliver,
If
etc.: regular price 50c a yard. Special Price taf Saturday
tion lasted. The coincidence of the eye
3flt.
eye and arm divine; snatched
cept
the
devoured (literally)
patrimony and as a brand from the burning it is
Tin- - Jap Washable silks. In fancy colors: refalar price Ouc
a
the universal and extreme famine put
of that there is joy in the
yard. Special Price for Saturday
43,.
a pathetic touch to the sorry plight because
r..
jjljw- lzzi:::
presence of the angels of God.
e
Pongee Silk, In greys, pale blue, navy, given and champagne;
of the dissolute sncndthrlft
llr,
iPft behind (ast nw ilprlvaflvnl Ln tv,
regular price ll.ilfl a yard. Special Price for Saturday
Complete Change
Program
WeeK
88c
AZTEC ARCHITECTURE.
race. He never, in spite of his infatuated effort and extravagance, so
mUCh as rcacheil the crllttnrlnr fnl
of his wanton ambition
Tin. mav The Endurance of the Old Mexican
Good Ttme J-o-r
reveling party that kept him company
Buildings.
while his means held out, swept past
(Not Two Pattern the Same)
mm manklessly and disdainfully when
(From
the
Hobart
.ma once piemoric purse was at last
Three down Blotue Patterns, nil good shades; regular prices up
"The Mexicans or the Aztec Indians
empty, He awoke as from a dream
to si. oo. Special Price for Saturday, per pattern
$2.70
give
of
United
people
can
the
the
alone! penniless!
Drew lengths of V yards each, regulai price up to $9.75.
in
in
and
architecture
lessons
States
;
With the pertinacity of despair
Special
Saturday,
for
Price
per
pattern
,
$0.9
glued (literally) himself to a foreign solid construction of buildings. There
land owner, whom in his prosperity are buildings standing today in the
he would have dubbed a "Gentile City of Mexico that have stood for
dog" with whom ho would have had three centuries and are In an excellThere Is
no intercourse, much less receive a ent state of preservation.
favor from him. In his despair he not a frame building in the city. There
cleaves to the foreigner so tenaciously are a few adobe, but most all are
that he cannot be shaken off. A su- stone, brick or cement. There isparta
perlatively disgusting and degrading brick building down in the old
task is given him offensive to all th of tho town that was erected prior
senses, repugnant to all the ideas Of to 1450.
1
"It shows that so long ago as that
ceremonial cleanliness Instilled in his
the Indians were experts In the manmind from boyhood.
But probably SO
So sharp were the pangs of hunger ufacture of bricks.
cent of all the buildings are made
that he kept coveting the swine their per
feCd
the locust pods he threw dowi of concrete cement. In the United
exbefore them. What humiliation, sor- States within the last few yearserecrow, despair are compressed in the periments have been made in the
tion of buildings out of manufactured
half dozen words "And no man gave stone,
but they have been pronounced,
unto him."
jou Know, uy me insurance puwpic
tv...
hyP"?í ?.fPeH self-coAJdSt
otin
Has unsafe. It Is not because they are
n
broken.
solid as the brick and stone,
trol are regained. Memory paints thi not as
but on account of the interior work
ancestral home. The flown blesslncr of
the American mechanic in that
brightens. What abundance, comfort,
care there extends to the most ab- line. Cement and concrete have been
successfully in Mexico for 500
used
ject menial! The veriest scullion has
and When you can now set, at our Special Sale, Runabout Buggies
such a superabundance that he can years, and all the cathedrals
On
pose as a benefactor before tho trump churches are of that material.
AT $45.00, $55.00 and $65.00.
the line of the Vera Cruz Pacific can
"I will!" What a battle-royhat be seen the ruins of Toro Bravo where
preceded and made possible those
Look
over our large stock at once. Quality guaranteed,
evidences of a city ruined
talismanlc words! Fear, shame, pride there are ago.
twenare
centuries
some
There
have been met and conquered. "1 ty pyramids
of solid cement which
have sinned" is the correlate of ' I must
have been erected over BOO years
will arise." Confession absolute and ago.
One of these pyramids is 170
frank, without apology or plea in abateheight, and on the summit
&
ment, shall be made. The penalty an feet in
consequences of apostasy, disinher- rests u cement ledge thirty feet in diThis, as well as others, is of
itance, servitude instead of sonship, ameter.
Corner First Street and Copper Ave.; also 224 North Second
shall be assumed without a syllable of filigree work and carved statuary.
"Near this stands another of white
complaint.
Street, in our New Building. .Albuquerue, N. M.
It Is done. But how different the se- limestone, built in four terraces, with
DIRECTORS
which
quel from that which the prodigal an- carvings and ornamentations
ticipated! He is met long before he would put to shame the modern
can reach the door where he cxpecte American sculptor. It has stood all
to make his confession and prefer hi these centuries, yet the limestone is
much easier broken than the cement.
Embalming is Our
modest request. The father's compas- Think
Santa Fe Branch Effective December 10, 1905.
of a town of almost 400,000
sion, how admirable!
Kiss of recon- persons, and the fire record
is
Specialty
three
ciliation, how sweet! Tho first robs in one year.
STATIONS
Westbound
The inside walls of many Eastbound
richly dyed and embroidered, is east of the buildings
Cor.
Street
Fifth
Avenue
much as six 11:00 a. m....Lv
Santa Fe
Ar.... 3:8 p. ra Old Phone Hlk 298and Hallroad
about the bare and sunburnt should- feet through, andareallasbuildings
CALL AT OFFICE AND SEE DISPLAY OF RANGES
are
New Phone 152
p.
12:61
,
Española
ers. The signet of rank is placed upon
m....Lv
p.
ra
1:20
Lv....
around courts. There is no
the wan finger. Bare feet, mark of built
p.
2:11
Embudo
provision
any
m....Lv
them for Urea,
Lv.... 12:26 p. m
servitude, are shod with the sandals and ut the inpresent of
time small coal oil 2:00 p. m....Lv
Lv
Baranca
11:2 p. ra
of a free man. Now follows the joy- stoves are
selling in the city for $20 4:02 p. m
ous banquet.
Lv
Servilleta
Lv
10:2 p. m
same
the
that sell for $3 in
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go
The murmuring
Pharisees cannot states. The floors are of stone, the
4:32 p. m....Lv
Tres
Piedra
the
10:00 p. m
Lv....
but see themselves portrayed In th" ceiling of filigree" cement, the walls of
8:45 p. m....Lv
Antonlto
elder son, with his
Lv.... 8:10 p. m
JEMEZ HOT SIMONOS
coarse
and almost without exprotest. The true Messiah had ception plaster
p.
8:30
Alamosa
m....Lv
painted.
hand
architectLv.... 6:40 a. in
now open all the year around
Is
come to heal the sick, raise tho dead, ure on many buildings inThe
!
tho republic 8:00 a. m...,Lv
Pueble
Lv.... 11:06 p. m
find the lost. Will the hale, the
Host of Accommodations
shows that the Indian of centuries 4:35 a.
Springs
Colorado
m....Lv
those who do riot heed his ago was
B6e R IO
Lv.... 9:40 p. ro
LUMBER. COMPANY
kindly offices, begrudge them to their of today. ahead of the modern builder 7:80 a. m....Ar
Denver
7:00 p. m
Lv....
brothers, whose plight is so pitiable
"I was out to the shrine of Guad
Otero's Bath House Hun la
and desperate? The climax is reached
Connections At Antonlto for Durango, Silverton and internipdlatf. point.
the other day a few miles out
Sft.sK and Doors Faint and Glass
the plea unanswerable.
Connection.
from the city. There Is an old story At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and intermediate points via either the standard
Analysis and Key.
that, on Saturday morning, December gauge line via La Veta Pass or the narrow gauge line via Salida, making the
Contractors' Materials
1.
The "Pearl of Parables."
9, 1531, an iinatro of a woman anneal
entire trip in daylight and passing through tho famous Itojal Gorge, also for
Primary object:
ed before un Indian named Juan Die
points on Creede branch.
MRS. WN. ROGERS, Prop
Intended to Justify Jests' atti- go, on top of the Tepeyacae mountain. all TralnH fttrm
THIRD 45 MARQUETTE
at li!mlnirl:i fnr rifnnar nrliApa trrtnA mnnlu ,. ... ,,nA
Both Phones
tude toward publicans ail J The Virgin told him in his vision to g.
K.
A. S. BAKNEY, Agent, Santa 're, N. M.
hoOPKK, G. F. A. Denver.
4- a
a
''(aeaea-ta-M-t-eaa- l
sinners.
Pictures renegades objects of
Divine compassion.
2. Secondary object.
To picture
sin as a revolt
against the beneficent Father
S. incidental
lessons.
Freedom of the will.
Folly of sin. Unsatisfying nature.
Desperate Consquenccs.
Evangelical penitence.
Discriminated from legal.
The process and course of recovery.
The Divine Compassion.
The Teacher's Lantern.
The primary use of the parable of
Cut-o- ff
the Prodigal Son must not be lost
(SL
sight of in Its evangelical and modern
applications.
By It Jesus sought (3
Justify His kindly and familiar bearing
new City of Belén is 31 miles south of Albuquerque,
is
the junction of the main lines of the
Fe system leading east and west
towards publicans and sinners, at
from Chicago to
which the Pharisees and scribea were
El
Francisco
and
Angeles,
Los
and
Old
Mexico
o outraged.
He showed the veriest
renegade of Israel as still tho object
of Divine compassion, his restoration
possible
a thing he earnestly sought.
(INCORPORATED)
In its universal, gospel application
this "pearl of parables" pictures sin
ARB TRB OWNBBB OF THB BBLBN TOWN8ITB. Counting or ONB THOUSAND BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE jOTB, (ilsa ttzlll faet) fronting npon 10 and
as a revolt against a beneficent Heavatraata and ayanoea, RIOHT M tne batmen
enly Father, whose law Is right anil
renter of the NEW CITT and dlrectlr upon the Santa Fa Railway Depot Grotmda. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway company la now grading Its estenalva depot grounda and rail limit 101 fact wide and
Just and good.
a mile long, (capacity of eerenty mltee of alda track) to accomodate tta NEW PASSENGER and FREIGHT depota. HARVEY EATINO HOUSE, Round Heuae, Coal Cbwtaa, Water Tanka, Máchica Bhepa, Etc
Here Is mirrored the freedom of the
will. The son had his own way. He
Is nut let or hindered, except by th
pleadings of love and Its faithful
Haa a population at 1601, and several large Mercantile Houaea, The Belen Patent Roller Mills, capacity lie barrels dally; winery, ate. It la the largaat shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and
warnings.
fralt
tn New Mexico. From Its location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North, South, Bast and West, to all polnta In the Unltod States and Old Mexico Its future growth aa a Commercial point cannot ba tatlmated.
The folly of sin has no more startAll faat limited, mall, express and freight trains will pasa through Belen to Chicago, Karma City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast. Th water Is good and climate unsurpassed.
ling exemplification.
Balen has a I1M0O public acheol house,
True as starttw ohnrohaa, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurants, etc It needs right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug store, harneas shop, ate. THB LOTH
ling; drawn to life! How swift the
OFFERED ARB
"descensus Averno!" How soon the
may remain on nota and mortgage for ana year with Interest at sight par sent par annum. Title perfect and warranty deeds
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS BAST. One third of purchase money caah; twa-thlrHow
fool and his money are parted!
given. COMB EARLY IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THB CHOICE LOTS. For further particulars and prices of lota call in person ar write ta
Irrevocable the last estate! Remediless! In the mire of swine!

Writ

I might despair.

Tennyson.
The IntcruMtlonul Sunday school
11-3- 2.
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BLOUSE AND DRESS LENGTHS
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216' S. Second St
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STONE HOTEL
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Future Pailroad Center
qf The Atchison

Located on the 'Boten

The
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TopeKa
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Santa

Fe Ha ittv ay
Santa

at

Paso Texas

The Helen Uobun and Improvement Company
70-fo- at

m

.THE CITy OF HELEjN,

aS

ds

a
Who shall ever number the sinners

to whom this parabio has been the
"open sesame" to a new life? Blessed
bo the day in which It was spoken!
I
hove
"Father,
"I will arise!"
sinned!" The Heavenly Father meets
the returning prodigal In the way.
"Loat!" "Dead!" Hero la no minifying of the prodigal's fallen statu

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHi

--

BECKEH.

President

WM. M.

2G. Secretary

T. Y. Mavnard

Geo. W. Hlckox

fife Hickox May ixard Company
"

ODD CHAIRS

e

An Exclusive Representatives

4

The Oorham Manufacturing Co., Sterling Silverware; The Libber Co.,
d
China
Artistic Cut Glass, and The W. A, Plckard
Each In Its tlass, and appropriate for Wedding Qlfts. Our stock of
Diamonds "never before so complete." 'TIs a good time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapldIV advancing In value.

e

Hand-painte-

New Mexico's Le ding

Jewelers

,,,,

iimnaBifiiara,"
FORECAST.

New KSXlcO
Washington. Aug.
Arizona: Fnlr In south, showon
In north portion Friday and Saturday.
Perry Hawla) left Albuquerque
yafjterday for Jemes springs.
Mih Catherine McCafferty has
from a visit to Iym Angeles.
Ralph Halloran has returned to
Albuquerque from a short visit In

fifjiitTti

I'uitif ui

.

io.

CO.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE
e

plJtvib&rs

i

321-32-

RIILR0I0

3

tinners

AVENUE

We cladlv show you our stock
"
leaving your own good judgment do the rest.
cent.
ocr
r

r

Mule.

liui-kiii-

Htid

Vlcttai

f

August to,

20 to 50

South Second Street

The Arch Front

WEATHER

We place on sale a big assortment of odd
chairs at greatly reduced prices, among them
a most desirable lot of chairs at a reduction of

e
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NEW PRICES!

NEW GOODS!

NEW STORE!
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MAVGER

North First St., between Railroad and Copper
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SLUMBER.
Cement
Sash, Doors, Glass

AND REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING.

Our prices are RIGHT.
When bought right srs a good Inrestmint.
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Hardware, Ranch Supplies
AND CROCKERY
We have purchased a large line of superior grade of Enameled Ware,
including a variety of preserving kettles and pots.

Agents for Diamond Edrfe Tools and Cutlery.

If

